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Blocks & Pads

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

  
60 Grit   £0.95   £0.79   310196  
100 Grit   £0.95   £0.79   310194  
220 Grit   £0.95   £0.79   310195  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Choosing the right abrasive can be confusing because there 
are so many different abrasive types available. Some of the 
differences include the combination of backings, minerals and 
adhesives used during the manufacture of the products. The most 
important thing to do before choosing is to properly diagnose 
the job requirements and understand which product will do the 
job correctly and effi ciently. The shape, size and nature of the 
workpiece and the desired fi nish will infl uence the choice of the 
abrasive used. As a general rule, use the coarsest grit abrasive 
you can, providing it will give you a satisfactory fi nish. If working 
from coarse abrasives up through to fi ner grades, avoid missing 
out some of the intermediate grades as you will not remove 
the scratch pattern left by the coarser grades. We stock a wide 
range of abrasive types in sheet and disc form and whatever your 
requirements, we are likely to stock a suitable product for your 
chosen task. With each abrasive type, we offer an explanation of 
suitability for various applications. 

To achieve the best results, choose the correct abrasive for the job, 
keep the face clean and free cutting, don’t use excessive pressure, 
and where appropriate, use a lubricant. 

 Abrasives 

 Choosing the right abrasive can be confusing because there 

 A traditional cork block which gives 
just the right amount of resilience 
when sanding. Light and comfortable 
for prolonged use. 

  
Sanding Block   £2.15   £1.79   400453  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Faithfull Cork 
Sanding Block 

 Silicon carbide grain coated onto 
four sides of a high density foam 
block. Available in 60, 100 and 220 
grits. Size 70 x 100 x 27mm. 

 Hermes Four-Sided 
Sanding Block 

 Hermes Double-Sided 
Sanding Sponge 

  
60 Grit   £0.54   £0.45   310201  
100 Grit   £0.54   £0.45   310199  
180 Grit   £0.54   £0.45   310200  
220 Grit   £0.54   £0.45   502796  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This double-sided block utilises quick change Velcro backed 
abrasives. A dual foam block 70 x 125mm with medium density 
foam one side and soft on the other side for sanding gently 
curving surfaces. An excellent and useful addition to the job 
of hand sanding and quite economical as the abrasive can be 
peeled off and re-used at a later date. 

  
Dual Foam Block   £4.94   £4.12   510003  
80g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502624  
120g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502625  
180g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502626  
240g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502627  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Flexipads Hand 
Block Medium/Soft 

 What a good idea. This hand sanding block has a Velcro base and 
sides to allow 150mm (6”) Velcro discs from an orbital sander to 
be wrapped around. Very comfortable to hold with fi nger moulds, 
constructed from polyurethane foam it is also very robust. Overall 
sanding size 150 x 85mm excluding sides. 

 Flexipads Hand Blocks 
for Velcro Backed Discs 

  
Sanding Block 125mm    £6.74   £5.62   504579  
Sanding Block 150mm   £7.25   £6.04   701235  
80 Grit 125mm (Pkt 10)   £6.24   £5.20   505877  
120 Grit 125mm (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   505878  
180 Grit 125mm (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504599  
240 Grit 125mm (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504600  
320 Grit 125mm (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504601  
80 Grit 150mm (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   504604  
120 Grit 150mm (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504605  
180 Grit 150mm (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504607  
240 Grit 150mm (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504608  
320 Grit 150mm (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504609  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Blocks & Pads

 Dust free sanding is now a reality when using Abranet® abrasives 
combined with dust extraction. These hand sanding blocks with 
Velcro attachment pads from Mirka are available in two sizes, 
they are light in weight and very comfortable to hold. A 20mm x 
4 metre long dust extraction hose (953289) is available which has 
a universal fi tting to suit most sizes of vacuum extractor. Ideally 
suited for many applications and particularly useful for rubbing 
down fi llers when decorating. These blocks allow for a cleaner 
working environment and minimum clean-up. Sizes available: 70 
X 125 & 70 x198. 
  
70 x 125mm   £15.44   £12.87   953287  
70 x 198mm   £15.95   £13.29   953288  
Hose 20mm x 4m   £12.95   £10.79   953289  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Sanding Blocks 
with Extraction 

 The thick foam cushion of these Mirka Velcro backed interface 
pads will allow better sanding of contoured surfaces and will also 
help to extend the life of the backing pad on your sanding block. 
Fitted between the sanding pad and the abrasive, simply peel off 
and discard if they eventually become worn. Available either as 
singles or in packs of fi ve in 70 x 125mm and 70 x 198mm sizes. 
  
70 x 125mm (Pkt 5)   £28.94   £24.12   953279  
70 x 125mm (each)   £6.95   £5.79   953280  
70 x 198mm (Pkt 5)   £31.94   £26.62   953281  
70 x 198mm (each)   £7.94   £6.62   953282  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Interface Pads 
for Sanding Blocks 

 Dust free sanding is now a 
reality when using Abranet® 
abrasives combined with dust 
extraction. This ‘D’ handled hand sanding block with a 80 x 230mm 
Velcro attachment pad from Mirka is light in weight and very 
comfortable to hold. A great choice for the painter and decorator 
who needs to rub down fi llers and dry wall joints.  A 20mm x 4m 
long dust extraction hose (953289) is available which has a tapered 
fi tting to suit many sizes of vacuum extractor. These blocks allow 
for a cleaner working environment and minimum clean-up.  

  
Sanding Block 80 x 230mm   £19.94   £16.62   502673  
80g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502637  
120g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502638  
180g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502639  
240g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502640  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Handy 
Sanding Block 
80 x 230mm 

 Silicon Carbide grain coated 
onto two sides of a low 
density foam to enable a 
premium fi nish on profi led or 
fl at surfaces. Used wet or dry, they are excellent for preparation of 
surfaces prior to recoating. Available in 60, 100,180 and 220grits. 
Size approx 98 x 120 x 13mm. 

Sanding Sponge 

premium fi nish on profi led or 
fl at surfaces. Used wet or dry, they are excellent for preparation of 

  
150mm Half-Round    £4.44   £3.70   504575  
125mm Diameter   £5.24   £4.37   504577  
150mm Diameter   £6.24   £5.20   504578  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Flexipads Hand Sanding Pads for 
Velcro Backed Discs 
 • Hand sanding pads for Velcro backed discs
• Excellent for hand sanding gently contoured surfaces
• Available in 125mm and 150mm round or 150mm half-round 
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Abrasive Files, Strips & Sheets
20% OFF 50 Sheets (5 packs) of same grit (not mixed)

 An aluminium oxide resin bonded 
paper for machine sanding on a 
medium/heavyweight paper with 
an anti-static additive. It is especially 
effective for sanding paints and 
varnishes. This is an excellent general 
purpose abrasive for all aspects of 
preparation. Mixed pack available 
containing the following grades: 60g x 
2, 80g x 2, 120g x 2, 180g x 2, 240g x 2. 

 Waterproof silicon carbide resin 
bonded paper more commonly 
known as wet-n-dry is used 
primarily for car body work, but I 
am sure you can fi nd many other 
uses for this quality abrasive. Finer 
grades can be successfully used 
for fi nal preparation and between 
coats of varnish/paints and is 
pre-eminent in achieving a superb 
result when oil polishing.  Mixed 
pack contains: 240grit x 2, 400grit x 
1, 600grit x 2, 800grit x 1, 1,200grit 
x 1, 1,500grit x 1, 2,000grit x 1 and 
2,500grit x 1.  

 A top quality open coated silicon 
carbide glue bonded abrasive on 
light weight latex coated paper. 
This lubricated abrasive is one 
of the best papers for all aspects 
of hand fi nishing. Mixed pack 
available containing the following 
grades: 120g x 2, 180g x 2, 240g x 2, 
320g x 2, 400g x 2 

 A range of 25mm wide sanding strip available in 5m lengths. 
Commonly known as emery cloth, the abrasive grain is resin 
bonded onto fl exible cloth making this is a very high quality 
material for use on wood and ferrous/non ferrous materials. 
Ceramic particles are blended with aluminium oxide and semi 
open-coated to reduce clogging. 

 Four 6m rolls of 25mm wide ‘J’ weight cloth backed abrasive, all 
stored in one handy dispenser. Wonderfully useful for all manner 
of small general sanding jobs and great for woodturners. The grit 
sizes of 150, 240, 320 and 400 have been selected for fi ne fi nishing 
rather than hard cutting work. 

 A set of four contoured, spring tensioned holders for mini 6mm 
wide sanding belts. Colour coded, each holder carries a belt 
of a given grit size, 80, 180, 320, 400 grit. Intended for detail 
work, the holders are pen sized and have one pointed and one 
rounded end. When worn in one place the belt can either be 
moved to a new, unworn section or replaced with a new belt. 
Five replacement belts of each grit are included in the kit with 
replacement belts available in packs of 5. A pack of nine Micro-
mesh belts are now available for polishing with the following 
grits:1500, 1800, 2400, 3200, 3600, 4000, 6000, 8000, 12000. 

  
Sanding Pen Kit   £17.94   £14.95   410218  
Blue 80 Grit Belts (Pkt 5)   £3.95   £3.29   410217  
Green 180 Grit Belts (Pkt 5)   £3.95   £3.29   410214  
Red 320 Grit Belts (Pkt 5)   £3.95   £3.29   410215  
Yellow 400 Grit Belts (Pkt 5)   £3.95   £3.29   410216  
Micro-Mesh Belts (1500 - 12000G) (Pkt 9)   £13.44   £11.20   504428  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Detail 
Sanding Pen Kit 
 Axminster Detail 

  
Abrasive Kit   £9.65   £8.04   140435  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Abrasive 
Strip Kit 

 A range of 25mm wide sanding strip available in 5m lengths. 

 Hermes 
Emery Cloth

  
80 Grit    £2.84   £2.37   900250  
120 Grit   £2.84   £2.37   900246  
180 Grit   £2.84   £2.37   900247  
240 Grit   £2.84   £2.37   900248  
320 Grit   £2.84   £2.37   900249  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135915  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135916  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135917  
150 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135918  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135919  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135921  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135923  
400 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135924  
500 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   135925  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)   £7.44   £6.20   212302  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Perdurable Silicon 
Carbide Sheets 

 Wet & Dry Waterproof Silicon 
Carbide Sheets

  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)    £8.45   £7.04   135926  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135928  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135929  
400 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135931  
600 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135932  
800 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135933  
1,000 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135935  
1,200 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135936  
1,500 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135937  
2,000 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135938  
2,500 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.45   £7.04   135939  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)   £8.34   £6.95   210853  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
40 Grit (Pkt 10)   £11.75   £9.79   135940  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £9.24   £7.70   135941  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £7.55   £6.29   135942  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   135943  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   135944  
150 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   135945  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   135946  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   135947  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)   £8.15   £6.79   212301  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Perdurable Aluminium 
Oxide Sheets 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Micro-Mesh is a unique cushioned abrasive that produces a very 
fi ne and uniform scratch pattern. Flexi Files are padded boards 
which are coated with Micro-Mesh. The design offers a gentle 
surface which helps to produce a smooth fi nish and a degree of 
fl exibility allows the board to take the shape of the item being 
worked on.

2-way 16 x 150mm Flexi Files have a different grit on each side for 
rapid stock removal. Use to deburr, smooth and polish small metal 
areas. Available individually or in packs of all three grit types.

1. 100MX / 150MX - equivalent to 200/240 grit
2. 180MX / 240MX - equivalent to 320/400 grit
3. 400MX / 600MX - equivalent to 1000/1500 grit

3-way 13 x 150mm Flexi Files have 3 different grades to give 
a very smooth fi nal fi nish. The fi nest grade is the 12000 which 
covers one side of the fi le, making this Flexi File ideal for polishing 
many surfaces. Use in this order: PINK: 2400, WHITE: 4000, GREY: 
12000. Supplied in packs of 2.

4-way 13 x 150mm Flexi Files have 4 different grades to give a 
very smooth fi nal fi nish, ranging from the 180MX grade for rapid 
stock removal through to 12000 grade, for fi nal polishing. Use in 
this order: BLACK: 180MX, PINK: 2400, WHITE: 4000, GREY: 12000 
(fi nest). Supplied in packs of 2.  

 Micro-Mesh Flexi Files 

2-Way

4-Way

3-Way

  
2 way 100/150g   £1.44   £1.20   502797  
2 way 180/240g   £1.44   £1.20   502798  
2 way 400/600g   £1.44   £1.20   502799  
2 way fi les (Pk3)   £3.95   £3.29   717253  
3 way 2400/4000/12000g (Pkt 2)   £2.15   £1.79   502800  
4 way 180MX/2400/4000/1,2000g (Pkt 2)   £2.15   £1.79   504401  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sheets 230mm x 280mm

Sheets 230mm x 280mm

Sheets 230mm x 280mm

Rolls 25mm x 5m

 This spring-loaded fi le sander has a unique shape for working on 
both fl at and curved surfaces. The 25mm wide sanding belt (1 x 
medium grit supplied) can be rotated when the surface becomes 
worn. Replacement belt pack contains 1 x coarse, 1 x medium and 
1 x fi ne.  

  
25mm File Sander   £5.75   £4.79   504808  
Replacement Sanding Belts   £6.44   £5.37   504809  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Model Craft 
25mm File Sander 

 This double ended carver is made from stainless steel for anti-
corrosion. It is perfect for carving and shaping wax, clay etc.  

  
Double Ended Carver   £2.54   £2.12   504807  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Model Craft Double 
Ended Carver 
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SectionAbrasive Rolls

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 RB406 J-Flex is one of the most effi cient fast cutting abrasives 
available to you whatever your skill or need. Cloth backed and 
exceedingly fl exible with aluminium oxide grit to do the cutting with 
grits ranging from 80 to 600.

Made popular with woodturners because although it has a tough J 
weight cloth backing and superb resistance to high temperatures, 
RB406 has tremendous fl exibility, enabling fracture free folds to 
access very tight corners and can easily be re-sized into suitable strips 
when required. This versatile abrasive can also be lubricated with oil 
or water to aid a fi nishing cut if required.

RB406 J-Flex was originally conceived to refi ne and polish exotic 
metals for industrial production processing in exacting environments 
such as the aircraft industry , where there is a need to polish very 
tight radii. Additionally the product was developed to resist high 
friction temperatures and the blunting effects of ‘capping’ (when 
swarf welds itself to the abrasive grain).

So whether you are working in wood or metal, RB406 is one of 
the essentials for a fi ne fi nish and the answer to stock removal in 
awkward diffi cult-to-get-at places. Now available in 1 or 10 metre 
rolls. 

 The Ultimate 
Abrasive 

Rolls 100mm x 1m

Rolls 100mm x 10m

  
80 Grit   £5.45   £4.54   800488  
100 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800489  
120 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800490  
150 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800491  
180 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800492  
240 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800493  
320 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800494  
400 Grit   £5.15   £4.29   800495  
600 Grit   £4.74   £3.95   800487  
Mixed Pack (5) 150, 180, 240, 320 & 400   £22.96   £19.13   718077  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
480 Grit   £44.45   £37.04   211085  
120 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211087  
180 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211089  
240 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211090  
320 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211091  
400 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211092  
600 Grit   £41.94   £34.95   211093  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Aluminium oxide resin bonded abrasive on 
a heavy weight paper for machine and hand 
sanding of wood, wood based products, paints 
and varnishes. The heavyweight paper reduces 
breakage at the securing point on orbital 
sanders. 

  
60 Grit   £11.45   £9.54   310208  
80 Grit   £9.95   £8.29   310209  
100 Grit   £8.94   £7.45   310203  
120 Grit   £8.94   £7.45   310204  
180 Grit   £8.94   £7.45   310206  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Resin Bonded Aluminium 
Oxide Abrasive Roll

  
60 Grit   £20.45   £17.04   110082  
80 Grit   £17.45   £14.54   110083  
100 Grit   £15.95   £13.29   110077  
120 Grit   £15.95   £13.29   110078  
180 Grit   £15.95   £13.29   110080  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
80 Grit   £61.94   £51.62   110091  
120 Grit   £55.94   £46.62   110085  
240 Grit   £55.94   £46.62   110088  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hermes Multi-Hole Abrasives - the abrasive which keeps the dust 
where it should be - away from you! Developed to give you the 
most effective dust removal for your sander when connected to a 
vacuum extractor. 

Specially produced, the abrasive has a sacrifi cial calcium stearate 
coat, similar to the fl our on a cook’s rolling pin, to prevent dust and 
resins sticking to and clogging the grit. In use the coating along 
with the contaminants falls away gradually to prevent clogging 
and the associated heat build up and blunting of the abrasive.

Multi-hole means you don’t have to align holes with your machine 
and the abrasives will fi t all machines using a Velcro hook style 
attachment. Multi-hole discs now feature a continuous edge to 
eliminate scratching and break out. 

 Hermes Velcro 
Backed Multi-Hole 
Abrasive  Roll

  
80 Grit 115mm x 25m   £69.95   £58.29   701324  
120 Grit 115mm x 25m   £69.95   £58.29   701325  
180 Grit 115mm x 25m   £69.95   £58.29   701327  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code  Abranet® is a revolutionary abrasive 
material offering dust free sanding with 
no clogging. The Velcro backed open 
mesh design features thousands of tiny holes 
which will make sure that when used with suitable extraction 
the passage of dust will be incredibly effi cient. Because Abranet® 
abrasive keeps the surface that you are sanding dust free, this 
results in a very uniform scratch pattern leaving an ultra smooth 
fi nish. It is incredibly durable and will last twice as long as many 
conventional abrasives making it very cost effective. These Velcro 
backed rolls are suitable for a wide range of materials including 
the decorating, woodworking and automotive industries. 

 Mirka Abranet 
Abrasive Roll

Rolls 75mm x 10m

90mm x 10m

115mm x 10m

115mm x 50m

Rolls 115mm x 2.5m

Rolls 115mm x 10m

  
80g   £35.94   £29.95   953263  
120g   £32.94   £27.45   953264  
180g   £32.94   £27.45   953265  
240g   £32.94   £27.45   953266  
320g   £32.94   £27.45   953267  
400g   £32.94   £27.45   953268  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

80g   £53.94   £44.95   953269  
120g   £49.94   £41.62   953270  
180g   £49.94   £41.62   953271  
240g   £49.94   £41.62   953272  
320g   £49.94   £41.62   953273  
400g   £49.94   £41.62   953274  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

80g   £9.95   £8.29   502641  
120g   £9.95   £8.29   502642  
180g   £9.95   £8.29   502643  
240g   £9.95   £8.29   502644  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

mesh design features thousands of tiny holes 

 Specially developed for the woodworking industry, the optimised 
open coating and smooth surface structure of the size bond 
ensures Avomax Plus is long lasting and effi cient, even when 
sanding materials that clog easily. Designed for improved 
aggressiveness, stronger bonding and longer life, it runs smoothly 
and is resistant to humidity. The full resin bonding and aluminium 
oxide grain, combined with dimensional accuracy and reliability, 
guarantee excellent product performance in industrial applications. 

  
60g   £6.65   £5.54   502655  
80g   £5.54   £4.62   502656  
120g   £5.15   £4.29   502653  
150g   £4.94   £4.12   502654      

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Avomax 
Plus Abrasive 
Roll

  A stearate coated abrasive for dry sanding applications, Carat 
Flex features fi ne stock removal with a uniform scratch pattern, a 
long lifespan and extremely good grain adherence. The backing 
consists of a fl exible, impregnated latex paper which is ideal for 
profi le sanding. 

  
180g   £4.94   £4.12   502657  
240g   £4.94   £4.12   502658  
320g   £4.94   £4.12   502659  
400g   £4.94   £4.12   502660  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Carat Flex Abrasive Roll

 Suitable for sanding by hand or light machine, 
Hiomant offers very effective stock removal 
and great sanding results. Combine this with 
long term durability, excellent edge wear 
resistance and minimal clogging to give an 
excellent, all-round abrasive. 

  
40g   £6.74   £5.62   502662  
60g   £5.64   £4.70   502663  
80g   £4.85   £4.04   502664  
120g   £4.44   £3.70   502661  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Hiomant 
Abrasive Roll 

Ex.vat Code

 Open face and free cutting the VC152 
abrasive is the perfect partner for painting 
and decorating preparation. Staying 
sharp and clean for longer when sanding 
painted surfaces means that you get the 
job done quicker with less paper. Supplied 
in convenient 10 metre rolls you can take 
off as much or little as you want from the 
centre and keep the rest neat and tidy to 
the last strip. 

  
60 Grit   £14.64   £12.20   702403  
80 Grit   £12.74   £10.62   702404  
120 Grit   £12.74   £10.62   702405  
180 Grit    £12.74   £10.62   702407  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hermes VC152 
Decorator’s Mate 
Abrasive 

Backed Multi-Hole 

Rolls 115mm x 25m

Rolls 115mm x 5m

Rolls 115mm x 5m

Rolls 115mm x 5m

Rolls 115mm x 10m
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Abrasive Rolls Pre-Cut Sheets

Pre-Cut Sheets
PACKS OF 50 AVAILABLE

Please see our website - axminster.co.uk/abrasives

20% OFF 50 Sheets (5 packs) of same grit (not mixed)

 The use of abrasives for sharpening hand tools is becoming 
increasingly popular and due to the very sharp edges produced it is 
often referred to as “scary sharpening”. We are pleased to say that we  
have now sourced a very versatile and durable abrasive fi lm which is 
excellent for this application. Simply peel off the backing and attach 
the abrasive to a known fl at surface, such as piece of fl oat glass or 
granite surface plate and then by using a honing guide excellent 
results can be obtained. The Aluminium Oxide resin bonded 
abrasive, which is available in a range of grits can be lubricated 
with either oil or water and it is also great for fl attening the soles of 
bench planes. Makes a great non-slip surface for jig making and for 
sharpening carving tools, simply wrap some around a profi led block 
of timber and you can get a great edge on those too.  

 Hermes Self Adhesive 
Abrasive Film 

  
800 Grit    £6.95   £5.79   951276  
1,200 Grit   £6.95   £5.79   502727  
2,500 Grit    £6.95   £5.79   951277  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Aluminium oxide resin bonded abrasive on a heavy weight paper 
for machine and hand sanding of wood, wood based products, 
paints and varnishes. The heavyweight paper reduces breakage at 
the securing point on orbital sanders. 

  
180 Grit 115 x 280mm (Pkt 10)   £5.84   £4.87   702637  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hemes Resin Bonded 
Aluminium Oxide 1/2 Sheet 

 Micro-Mesh is a unique cushioned abrasive that produces a very 
fi ne and uniform scratch pattern. 
If you fi nish to around 400g with standard abrasives then start 
using the 1,500g Micro-Mesh you should get excellent results. The 
12,000g will leave a scratch pattern that cannot be detected by 
the human eye. Micro-Mesh offers outstanding results for a huge 
range of applications, and is proving to be extremely popular with 
pen turners, musical instrument makers, furniture restorers and 
anyone who requires a highly polished surface. You will wonder 
how you managed without it.
Supplied as a pack of nine double sided 50 x 50mm soft touch 
pads ranging from 1,500g to 12,000g or a mixed pack of nine 
standard abrasives (150 x 75mm) in the same range of grits. Buy 
both together for a price advantage.  

  
Pads 50 x 50mm (Pkt 9)   £9.95   £8.29   211364  
Mixed Pack 150 x 75mm   £19.94   £16.62   211365  
Pads & Mixed Pack   £27.95   £23.29   718433  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Micro-Mesh 
Soft Touch 
Pad Abrasives 

 Being one of the UK’s leading abrasive suppliers, Hermes have 
developed a special multi-hole abrasive for use with orbital 
sanders that will give high performance, cleaner and safer working 
and an excellent fi nish. This high quality abrasive has small holes 
punched over its whole area to ensure that the extraction air fl ow 
can act effectively and that there is no build-up on the abrasive 
grain to give a much higher level of performance with a swirl free 
fi nish. No need to worry how many extraction holes your sander 
has and lining them up, these can be used on all orbital sanders 
saving time and cost as well as helping to eliminate dust for a 
cleaner and safer working environment. The abrasive will give 
high performance and quality with high stock removal and is 
made from HC 135 aluminum oxide, resin bonded with a long life 
coating and put onto a special fl exible tear proof C paper backing 
making it suitable for all fi nishing. Available in packs of 10 of the 
same grade or mixed packs containing 2 sheets of each grade. 

Sheets 80mm x 133mm

 Being one of the UK’s leading abrasive suppliers, Hermes have 

 Hermes 
Velcro 
Backed 
Multi-Hole 
Abrasive 

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.94   £4.12   951268  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.94   £4.12   951269  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.94   £4.12   951271  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.94   £4.12   951272  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)   £5.75   £4.79   951273  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sheets 930mm x 144mm

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   951252  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   951253  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   951254  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   951255  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   951257  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sheets 115mm x 230mm

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.94   £7.45   951258  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.94   £7.45   951259  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.94   £7.45   951260  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.94   £7.45   951261  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £8.94   £7.45   951262  
Mixed pack (Pkt of 10)   £9.95   £8.29   951263  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch Delta 
Abrasive Sheets 
 A range of high quality Velcro backed 
abrasives for use with most makes of Delta 
sander. Particularly suitable for use on 
wood. Triangular - 94mm. Pack of six mixed 
contains two each 60, 120 and 240. 

  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 6)   £3.14   £2.62   110459  
40 Grit (Pkt 5)   £3.65   £3.04   110484  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £3.24   £2.70   110485  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)   £2.94   £2.45   110486  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)   £2.94   £2.45   110487  
180 Grit (Pkt 5)   £2.94   £2.45   110488  
240 Grit (Pkt 5)   £2.94   £2.45   110489  
40 Grit (Pkt 50)   £19.94   £16.62   110455  
60 Grit (Pkt 50)   £16.94   £14.12   110456  
80 Grit (Pkt 50)   £15.44   £12.87   110457  
120 Grit (Pkt 50)   £14.45   £12.04   110458  
180 Grit (Pkt 50)   £14.45   £12.04   110482  
240 Grit (Pkt 50)   £14.45   £12.04   110483  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A range of high quality Velcro backed abrasives suitable for use 
with most makes of Delta sander with a 93mm pad size. Suitable 
for sanding a wide range of materials, the unique mesh design 
offers universal fi tting and dust free sanding when your sander 
is connected to a suitable extractor. A matching pad saver is 
available which will extend the life of your backing pad and offers 
a secure attachment for Abranet abrasives.  

  
80g (Pk 10)   £7.25   £6.04   502526  
120g (Pk 10)   £7.25   £6.04   502527  
180g (Pk 10)   £7.25   £6.04   502528  
240g (Pk 10)   £7.25   £6.04   502529  
320g (Pk 10)   £7.25   £6.04   502530  
Pad Saver   £1.74   £1.45   502531  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Mirka Abranet 
Delta Abrasive 
Sheets 

abrasives for use with most makes of Delta 

wood. Triangular - 94mm. Pack of six mixed 

 The use of a pad saver will considerably increase the life of your 
sander’s backing pad and add a slight cushioning effect for more 
effective contour sanding. The Mirka pad saver also makes a more 
secure attachment for Abranet abrasive sheets to non-Mirka sanders.  

 Mirka Pad 
Saver for 
Delta Sanders 

  
Pad Saver   £1.74   £1.45   502531  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sheets 70 x 125mm 

Sheets 70 x 198mm 

Sheets 81 x 133mm 

Sheets 80 x 230mm 

 Mirka Abranet 
Eco Abrasive Sheets (Pkt10) 

  
80g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502624  
120g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502625  
180g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502626  
240g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502627  
320g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502706  
400g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502707  
600g (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   502708  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

80g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502637  
120g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502638  
180g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502639  
240g (Pkt 10)   £11.94   £9.95   502640  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

80g (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   502632  
120g (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   502633  
180g (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   502634  
240g (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   502635  
320g (Pkt 10)   £5.95   £4.96   502636  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

80g (Pkt 10)   £7.45   £6.21   502628  
120g (Pkt 10)   £7.45   £6.21   502629  
180g (Pkt 10)   £7.45   £6.21   502630  
240g (Pkt 10)   £7.45   £6.21   502631  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • An incredibly effi cient long lasting abrasive
• Velcro backed open mesh design eliminates clogging
• Dust free sanding when used with extraction 

Rolls 100mm x 2.5m
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Velcro Backing

Abrasive Discs

Abrasive Discs

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 Velcro Hook with a self-adhesive backing, for conversion or repair 
of sanders or the manufacture of special purpose made sanding 
jigs. Supplied in 110mm x 1m sheets. 

  
Velcro Hook    £16.44   £13.70   810350  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Heavy-Duty 
Self-Adhesive 
Velcro Strip 

 Velcro Hook with a self-adhesive backing, 
To enable the use of velcro backed abrasive 
on larger disc sanders. A very economical way of 
working as the abrasive can easily be removed and re-used at a later 
date. Supplied in either 230mm or 300mm diameters. 

  
230mm   £11.24   £9.37   310044  
300mm   £15.44   £12.87   310045  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Heavy-Duty 
Self-Adhesive 
Velcro Disc 
 Velcro Hook with a self-adhesive backing, 
To enable the use of velcro backed abrasive 
on larger disc sanders. A very economical way of 

 Hermes self-adhesive discs with a peel off backing in Long Life 
Aluminium Oxide. 

  
Mixed Pack of 10 (60-150G)   £6.14   £5.12   702856  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.85   £4.04   702639  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.24   £4.37   702640  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.14   £3.45   702641  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.14   £3.45   702642  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Self Adhesive 
Abrasive Discs

Discs 125mm 

 Hermes self-adhesive discs with a peel off backing in Long Life 

  
Mixed Pack of 10 Discs (60-150G)   £6.84   £5.70   702857  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.34   £4.45   702646  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £5.04   £4.20   702647  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Discs 150mm 

  
Mixed Pack of 10 Discs (60-150G)   £14.94   £12.45   702858  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £7.44   £6.20   702657  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)   £6.95   £5.79   702658  
100 Grit (Pkt 5)   £6.65   £5.54   702659  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)   £6.65   £5.54   702660  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Discs 200mm 

  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £9.44   £7.87   702653  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)   £8.94   £7.45   702663  
100 Grit (Pkt 5)   £8.45   £7.04   702654  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)   £8.45   £7.04   702655  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Discs 235mm 

 Pack of self-adhesive 235mm(9”) sanding discs containing:
2 x 60g
2 x 80g

2 x 100g
2 x 120g

2 x 150g
2 x 180g 

  
Mixed Pack of 12 Discs (60-180G)   £13.25   £11.04   100203  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Pack of 12 Self 
Adhesive Abrasive 
Discs 235mm 

 Self-adhesive discs with a peel off backing in Resin Bonded 
Aluminium Oxide. 

Discs 250mm 

  
Pack of 12 Discs 40-150G   £20.95   £17.46   340301  
40 Grit (ea)   £2.34   £1.95   810250  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.04   £1.70   810251  
80 Grit (ea)   £1.94   £1.62   810252  
100 Grit (ea)   £1.85   £1.54   810246  
120 Grit (ea)   £1.85   £1.54   810247  
180 Grit (ea)   £1.55   £1.29   810249  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Self Adhesive Abrasive Discs

  
Mixed Pack of 12 Discs (60-180G)   £27.95   £23.29   410190  
40 Grit (ea)   £3.35   £2.79   810259  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.94   £2.45   810260  
80 Grit (ea)   £2.64   £2.20   810261  
100 Grit (ea)   £2.54   £2.12   810254  
120 Grit (ea)   £2.54   £2.12   810256  
180 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   810258  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Discs 300mm 

 The thick foam cushion of these 
Mirka Velcro backed interface pads 
will allow better sanding of contoured 
surfaces and will also help to extend the life 
of the backing pad on your random orbit sander. The multi-hole 
confi guration allows fi tting to many different makes of sander. 
They are fi tted between the sanding pad and the abrasive disc 
minimising wear of the sanding pad, simply peel off and discard 
when it eventually becomes worn. When using Abranet® abrasive 
discs with many random orbit sanders, a more positive attachment 
to the sanding pad can be obtained with the use of these discs. 
Available either as singles or in packs of fi ve in 125mm and 150mm 
diameters 10mm thick. 225mm (medium) available in a single pack. 

 Mirka Interface 
Pads for Discs 

  
125mm (Pkt 5)   £27.95   £23.29   953283  
125mm (each)   £6.74   £5.62   953284  
150mm (Pkt 5)   £30.95   £25.79   953285  
150mm (each)   £7.94   £6.62   953286  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

will allow better sanding of contoured 
surfaces and will also help to extend the life 

 Discs 150mm

 Discs 77mm

 Discs 305mm

  
80g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953201  
80g (Pkt10)   £7.14   £5.95   502614  
120g (Pkt 50)   £27.95   £23.29   953203  
120g (Pkt10)   £7.14   £5.95   502615  
150g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   953205  
180g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   953207  
180g (Pkt10)   £7.14   £5.95   502616  
240g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   953209  
240g (Pkt10)   £7.14   £5.95   502617  
320g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   953211  
320g (Pkt10)   £7.14   £5.95   502618  
400g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   953213  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Abranet 
Abrasive Discs
 Abranet® is a revolutionary abrasive material offering dust 
free sanding with no clogging. The open mesh design features 
thousands of tiny holes which will make sure that when used with 
suitable extraction the passage of dust will be incredibly effi cient. 
Because Abranet® abrasive keeps the surface that you are sanding 
dust free, this results in a very uniform scratch pattern leaving an 
ultra smooth fi nish. It is incredibly durable and will last twice as 
long as many conventional abrasives making it very cost effective. 
These Velcro backed discs are suitable for a wide range of materials 
including the decorating, woodworking and automotive industries. 

 Mirka pad saver discs are an excellent 
idea to extend the life of the backing 
pad on your random orbit sander. 
The multi-hole confi guration on the 
150mm version allows fi tting to many 
different makes of sander. They are fi tted between the sanding 
pad and the abrasive disc minimising wear of the sanding pad, 
simply peel off and discard when it eventually becomes worn. 
When using Abranet® abrasive discs with many random orbit 
sanders, a more positive attachment to the sanding pad can 
be obtained with the use of these discs. Velcro backed 77mm, 
125mm and 150mm diameters available. N.B. The hole pattern 
of the 125mm and 77mm pad savers are designed to fi t Mirka 
sanders but could be adapted for other makes if required.  

  
77mm (each)   £5.15   £4.29   502558  
125mm (Pkt 5)   £24.95   £20.79   953275  
125mm (each)   £6.24   £5.20   953276  
150mm (Pkt 5)   £29.94   £24.95   953277  
150mm (each)   £7.25   £6.04   953278  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Disc 
Pad Savers 

150mm version allows fi tting to many 

 A range of 305mm diameter Velcro backed sanding discs suitable for 
the Jet JDS-12 and previous model DS12VEL sanders. The abrasive is 
aluminium oxide bonded onto a heavy weight paper backing. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £4.44   £3.70   910264  
80 Grit (ea)   £4.14   £3.45   910265  
100 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   910266  
120 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   910267  
180 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   910269  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Velcro Backed 
Abrasive Discs

 Discs 125mm

 Heavy-Duty 
Self-Adhesive 
Velcro Strip 

 Pack of self-adhesive 235mm(9”) sanding discs containing:
2 x 60g
2 x 80g

Mixed Pack of 12 Discs (60-180G) 
 Inc.vat 

 Pack of 12 Self 
Adhesive Abrasive 
Discs 235mm 

  
80g (Pkt 50)   £26.94   £22.45   502545  
80g (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   502546  
120g (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   502547  
120g (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   502548  
180g (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   502549  
180g (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   502550  
240g (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   502551  
240g (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   502552  
320g (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   502553  
320g (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   502554  
400g (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   502555  
400g (Pkt 10)   £5.94   £4.95   502556  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
80g (Pkt 50)   £34.94   £29.12   953215  
80g (Pkt10)   £7.94   £6.62   502619  
100g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953217  
120g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953219  
120g (Pkt10)   £7.94   £6.62   502620  
150g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953221  
180g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953223  
180g (Pkt10)   £7.94   £6.62   502621  
240g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953225  
240g (Pkt10)   £7.94   £6.62   502622  
320g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953227  
320g (Pkt10)   £7.94   £6.62   502623  
400g (Pkt 50)   £29.94   £24.95   953229  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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Abrasive Discs

 These 150mm discs are a special range from Hermes of a very fi ne 
abrasive on a soft foam backing. The high quality makes it long 
lasting and it is suitable for use with extraction systems of sanders.  
Covers a wide range of very fi ne sanding applications suitable for 
paints and lacquers, GRP and acrylic lacquers,  applying fi nishing 
oils etc. and fi ne sanding of all metals before polishing or coating 
on fl at or curved surfaces. Velcro backed. Sold in packs of 5. 

  
360 Grit (Pkt 5)   £11.45   £9.54   212318  
500 Grit (Pkt 5)   £11.45   £9.54   212319  
800 Grit (Pkt 5)   £11.45   £9.54   212320  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hermes Velcro Backed 
FineNet Discs 

 Velcro backed abrasives for general purpose sanding applications. 
All pre-punched for dust extraction through the base. Available 
in packs of fi ve or 50.

  
40 Grit (Pkt 5)    £4.14   £3.45   110414  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £3.95   £3.29   110415  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)    £3.74   £3.12   110416  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)    £3.74   £3.12   110418  
180 Grit (Pkt 5)    £3.74   £3.12   110419  
240 Grit (Pkt 5)    £3.74   £3.12   110420  
40 Grit (Pkt 50)    £19.44   £16.20   110423  
60 Grit (Pkt 50)   £18.44   £15.37   110424  
80 Grit (Pkt 50)   £17.45   £14.54   110425  
120 Grit (Pkt 50)   £17.45   £14.54   110427  
180 Grit (Pkt 50)   £17.45   £14.54   110428  
240 Grit (Pkt 50)   £17.45   £14.54   110429  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch Velcro 
Backed 
Abrasive Discs

  
40 Grit (Pkt 5)   £5.45   £4.54   110432  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £5.15   £4.29   110433  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)   £4.94   £4.12   110434  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)   £4.94   £4.12   110436  
180 Grit (Pkt 5)   £4.94   £4.12   110437  
240 Grit (Pkt 5)   £4.94   £4.12   110438  
40 Grit (Pkt 50)   £25.44   £21.20   110441  
60 Grit (Pkt 50)   £23.94   £19.95   110442  
80 Grit (Pkt 50)   £22.94   £19.12   110443  
120 Grit (Pkt 50)   £22.94   £19.12   110445  
180 Grit (Pkt 50)   £22.94   £19.12   110446  
240 Grit (Pkt 50)   £22.94   £19.12   110447  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts for 
Portable Machines

 High quality abrasive sanding belt. To fi t Black & Decker Powerfi le. 

  
40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.25   £3.54   300029  
60 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.84   £3.20   300030  
120 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.65   £3.04   300031  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch Sanding Belts 13 x 451mm 

 High quality sanding belt to fi t Bosch PBS60 and other belt 
sanders taking a 60 x 40mm belt size. 

  
40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.95   £3.29   300015  
80 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.65   £3.04   300017  
100 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.54   £2.95   300018  
150 Grit (Pkt 3)   £3.54   £2.95   300020  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Bosch Sanding Belts 60 x 400mm 

 To fi t Skil 1200HV, Skil 7620 and Makita 9911. 

  
40 Grit (Pkt 5)   £9.95   £8.29   076015  
60 Grit (Pkt 5)   £9.95   £8.29   076016  
80 Grit (Pkt 5)   £9.95   £8.29   076017  
120 Grit (Pkt 5)   £9.95   £8.29   076018  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Makita Sanding Belts 75 x 457mm 

 These Mirka sanding belts are coated with an aluminium oxide 
grain which is fully resin bonded to a high quality, tough and 
durable HIOLIT X cotton cloth. The closed coating ensures a 
superior fi nish.  To fi t Black & Decker, Bosch, Hitachi, DeWalt 
DW431 and DW433, Makita, Skil and Festool.   

  
40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.94   £4.12   502597  
60 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.74   £3.95   502598  
80 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.64   £3.87   502599  
100 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.55   £3.79   502600  
120 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.55   £3.79   502601  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Sanding Belts 
75 x 533mm 

 These Mirka sanding belts are coated with an aluminium oxide 
grain which is fully resin bonded to a high quality, tough and 
durable HIOLIT X cotton cloth. The closed coating ensures a 
superior fi nish. To fi t Elu MHB90, Skil 1400, AEG BBS1100. 

  
40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £5.64   £4.70   502602  
60 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.94   £4.12   502603  
80 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.55   £3.79   502604  
100 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.44   £3.70   502605  
120 Grit (Pkt 3)   £4.44   £3.70   502606  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Sanding Belts 
100 x 560mm 

 These Mirka sanding belts are coated with an aluminium oxide 
grain which is fully resin bonded to a high quality, tough and 
durable HIOLIT X cotton cloth. The closed coating ensures a 
superior fi nish.  To fi t Hitachi SB10V, Makita 9403/9404, Wolf. 

  
40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £7.44   £6.20   502607  
60 Grit (Pkt 3)   £7.04   £5.87   502608  
80 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.65   £5.54   502609  
100 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.65   £5.54   502610  
120 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.65   £5.54   502611  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Sanding Belts 
100 x 610mm 

  
600 Grit (Pkt 20)   £44.94   £37.45   504496  
1,000 Grit (Pkt 20)   £44.94   £37.45   504498  
2,000 Grit (Pkt 20)   £44.94   £37.45   504500  
3,000 Grit (Pkt 20)   £44.94   £37.45   504502  
4,000 Grit (Pkt 20)   £44.94   £37.45   504504  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Very fi ne silicon carbide abrasive discs with a foam backing
• Excellent for cleaning, matting, fi nishing or pre-polishing surfaces
• Available in 150mmø x 600g, 1,000g, 2,000g, 3,000g and 4,000g 

 Mirka Abralon 
Abrasive Discs 150mm 

Sanding Belts for 
Portable Machines

 Bosch Sanding Belts 13 x 451mm 

  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.64   £1.37   952440  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £2.45   £2.04   952441  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.55   £1.29   952442  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.55   £1.29   952443  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.04   £0.87   504620  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.04   £0.87   504621  
400 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.04   £0.87   504622    

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £2.64   £2.20   702842  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £2.54   £2.12   702843  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £2.45   £2.04   702844  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £2.45   £2.04   702845  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.94   £1.62   504623  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.94   £1.62   504624  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £1.94   £1.62   504625  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
60 Grit (Pkt 10)   £4.14   £3.45   702849  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.84   £3.20   702850  
100 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.74   £3.12   702851  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.74   £3.12   702852  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.44   £2.87   504626  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.44   £2.87   504627  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £3.44   £2.87   504628  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Velcro mounted discs available in a full range of grits
• Available in 50mm(2”) and 75mm(3”) diameters
• All in packs of 10 discs 

 Hermes Velcro 
Backed Abrasive Discs 

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.24   £5.20   505877  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   505878  
150 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   505879  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504599  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504600  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504601  
400 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.14   £5.12   504602  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)    £6.74   £5.62   504603  
80 Grit (Pkt 100)   £46.94   £39.12   505880  
120 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505881  
150 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505882  
180 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505883  
240 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505884  
320 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505885  
400 Grit (Pkt 100)   £45.95   £38.29   505886  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

•  Patented multi-hole design to 
reduce surface dust and prevent disc clogging 

•  No dust build-up on the abrasive grain when used with 
extraction and gives a swirl-free fi nish

• High quality aluminium oxide with a longlife coating 

 Hermes Longlife 
Multi-Hole 
Abrasive 
Discs

Discs 125mm 

Discs 25mm 

Discs 50mm 

Discs 75mm 

Discs 125mm (8 hole)

Discs 150mm (6 hole)

Discs 150mm

Discs 150mm

  
80 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.95   £5.79   504604  
120 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504605  
150 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504606  
180 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504607  
240 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504608  
320 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504609  
400 Grit (Pkt 10)   £6.74   £5.62   504610  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 10)    £7.34   £6.12   504611  
Mixed Pack (Pkt 50)    £26.94   £22.45   504619  
80 Grit (Pkt 50)    £26.94   £22.45   504612  
120 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504613  
150 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504614  
150 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504615  
240 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504616  
320 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504617  
400 Grit (Pkt 100)    £51.95   £43.29   504618  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Discs 150mm 
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 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

   Sanding Belts for Portable Machines

    Sanding Belts for Static Machines

Belt Cleaning

Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 75 x 480mm to fi t many makes 
of belt sanders. 

Sanding Belts 75 x 480mm 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £1.96   £1.63   310052  
80 Grit (ea)   £1.96   £1.63   310053  
100 Grit (ea)   £1.96   £1.63   310054  
120 Grit (ea)   £1.96   £1.63   310055  
180 Grit (ea)   £1.96   £1.63   310057  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 75 x 533mm to fi t a host of belt 
sanders including Bosch and Makita. 
  
40 Grit (ea)   £2.34   £1.95   310064  
60 Grit (ea)    £2.15   £1.79   310065  
80 Grit (ea)    £2.04   £1.70   310066  
100 Grit (ea)    £1.94   £1.62   310067  
120 Grit (ea)    £1.94   £1.62   310068  
150 Grit (ea)    £1.94   £1.62   310069  
180 Grit (ea)    £1.94   £1.62   310070  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts 75 x 533mm 

Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 75 x 610mm, available in a 
variety of grits. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.34   £1.95   310072  
80 Grit (ea)   £2.34   £1.95   310073  
120 Grit (ea)   £2.34   £1.95   310075  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts 75 x 610mm 
Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 100 x 560mm to fi t a range of 
belt sanders including Elu MHB90, Skil 1400, AEG BBS1100. 

  
40 Grit (ea)   £2.94   £2.45   100424  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.64   £2.20   100425  
80 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100426  
100 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100427  
120 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100428  
180 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100430  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts 100 x 560mm 

Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 100 x 610mm to fi t a host of belt 
sanders including Hitachi SB10V, Makita 9403/9404 and Wolf. 

  
40 Grit (ea)   £2.94   £2.45   100431  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.75   £2.29   100432  
80 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100433  
100 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100434  
120 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100435  
150 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100436  
180 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   100437  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts 100 x 610mm 

Suitable for wood, metal, lacquer and composite. Very strong 
secure belt join for long life. Size 100 x 620mm to fi t Bosch 
GBS100A and other belt sanding with this belt size. 

  
40 Grit (ea)   £3.05   £2.54   100438  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.84   £2.37   100439  
80 Grit (ea)   £2.64   £2.20   100440  
100 Grit (ea)   £2.54   £2.12   100441  
120 Grit (ea)   £2.54   £2.12   100442  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Sanding Belts 100 x 620mm 

 Also to Fit Perform CCS130BD. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £2.24   £1.87   110385  
100 Grit (ea)   £2.15   £1.79   110386  
150 Grit (ea)   £1.55   £1.29   110387  
Pack of 3 Belts 60-150G   £5.45   £4.54   110179  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sanding Belts 25 x 760mm 

 To fi t Axminster AW18BDS. 

  
120 Grit (ea)   £1.64   £1.37   110376  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sanding Belts 25 x 1,080mm 

 To fi t Axminster AS406/AS408/BD46, Perform 
CCBD46 and most other 4 x 6” belt/disc sanders. 

 Sanding Belts 100 x 915mm 

  
40 Grit (ea)   £4.74   £3.95   100444  
60 Grit (ea)   £4.25   £3.54   100445  
80 Grit (ea)   £4.04   £3.37   100446  
100 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   100447  
120 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   100448  
150 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   100449  
180 Grit (ea)   £3.95   £3.29   100450  
Pack of 5 Belts 60-150G   £9.44   £7.87   100202  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 150 x 1,090mm (6” x 43”) Sanding Belts, 60, 80, and 100 Grit. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £11.04   £9.20   110215  
80 Grit (ea)   £10.55   £8.79   110216  
100 Grit (ea)   £10.14   £8.45   110217  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sanding Belts 150 x 1,090mm 

 To fi t Axminster AS609, AS610, AS612, CCBDS69 and most other 6” 
x 9” belt and disc sanders. 
  
40 Grit (ea)   £9.95   £8.29   110220  
60 Grit (ea)   £12.44   £10.37   110222  
80 Grit (ea)   £11.94   £9.95   110224  
100 Grit (ea)   £11.45   £9.54   110226  
120 Grit (ea)   £11.45   £9.54   110228  
150 Grit (ea)   £11.45   £9.54   110230  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sanding Belts 150 x 1,220mm 

 5 assorted belts, 1 each: 60, 80, 100, 120 and 150 grit. 

  
Pack of 5 Belts 60-150G   £16.85   £14.04   610006  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mixed Pack of Sanding Belts 150 x 1,220mm 

 To fi t Axminster BL80. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £5.04   £4.20   110234  
100 Grit (ea)   £4.34   £3.62   110235  
150 Grit (ea)   £4.34   £3.62   110236  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sanding Belts 150 x 2,250mm 

 Increase the useable life of abrasive belts and discs with these 
special abrasive cleaners. All too often discs and belts are thrown 
out once they are heavily clogged up with resinous deposits but the 
abrasive is hardly worn. Simply apply the cleaning stick gently to the 
moving abrasive and it cleans the belt almost like new. Available in 
two sizes: Standard 210 x 40 x 40mm, and Large 300 x 50 x 50mm. 

  
Standard Cleaner   £9.74   £8.12   310398  
Large Cleaner   £18.95   £15.79   310389  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Abrasive Belt & Disc Cleaners 

Belt Cleaning

 A new variation on an old theme, a 100 x 40 x 40mm belt cleaner 
mounted on a handle for safe and convenient two-handed 
operation. There is a hole at the end of the handle for hanging it 
on a nail by the sander. “Can’t fi nd the cleaner” is no longer a valid 
excuse for not keeping the belt clean.  

  
Belt Cleaner   £9.95   £8.29   310391  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Handy Abrasive 
Belt & Disc Cleaner 

 Mirka Hiolit X sanding belts. Individual cloth backed abrasive 
belts for stationary machines 100 x 1220mm.  

  
40 Grit (ea)   £4.74   £3.95   504465  
60 Grit (ea)   £4.55   £3.79   504466  
80 Grit (ea)   £4.44   £3.70   504467  
100 Grit (ea)   £4.14   £3.45   504468  
120 Grit (ea)   £4.14   £3.45   504469  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Sanding Belts 
100 x 1220mm 

Drum Sander Loadings

 Hermes RB 346 J Flex Cloth Backed Abrasive for the JET 10-20, 16-
32 and 22-44 single drum sanders. Also fi ts Axminster 560 Junior. 
Long lasting and highly durable.  

  
80 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953508  
100 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953509  
120 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953510  
150 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953511  
180 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953512  
240 Grit   £79.94   £66.62   953513  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 25m Cloth Backed 
Abrasive Roll for 
Axminster ST-480, 
ST-635 and  Jet 10-
20, 16-32 & 22-44 
Sanders 

 To fi t Axminster Junior 405, Jet 16-32, 
MSRS and others. Size is 76 x 2,500mm. 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £11.24   £9.37   310392  
100 Grit (ea)   £9.95   £8.29   310394  
150 Grit (ea)   £9.95   £8.29   310396  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Abrasive Loading 
for Jet 16-32 

 To fi t Axminster Senior Sander. 

 Abrasive Loading 
for Senior Sander 

  
60 Grit (ea)   £19.94   £16.62   810447  
80 Grit (ea)   £16.96   £14.13   810448  
100 Grit (ea)   £16.45   £13.71   810449  
150 Grit (ea)   £16.45   £13.71   810450  
240 Grit (ea)   £16.45   £13.71   810451  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

 A 25 piece kit consisting of fi ve rubber drums: 12.7mm dia x 12.7mm 
long, 19mm dia x 25mm long, 25 mm dia x 25mm long, 38mm dia x 
38mm long, 50mm dia x 38mm long and supplied with fi xed diameter 
sanding sleeves in 80 and 120 grit. Endless uses and a real must for 
anyone’s tool kit. Max speed 1500rpm. Supplied in a plastic case. 

  
25 Piece Drum Kit   £15.95   £13.29   410188  
Coarse Sleeves (Pkt 5)   £4.14   £3.45   410088  
Medium Sleeves  (Pkt 5)   £3.35   £2.79   410091  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Drum 
Sander Kit 

Drum Sander Loadings

Drill Mounted Sanding

Drum Sanding

Drum Sanding

 To fi t Axminster PRO253S Sander.  

  
60 Grit (ea)   £18.14   £15.12   110368  
80 Grit (ea)   £16.74   £13.95   110369  
100 Grit (ea)   £16.74   £13.95   110372  
150 Grit (ea)   £16.74   £13.95   110378  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Abrasive Loading 
for PRO253S Sander 

 To fi t Axminster PRO373S Sander. 

 Abrasive Loading 
for PRO373S Sander 

  
80 Grit (ea)   £20.75   £17.29   300249  
100 Grit (ea)   £20.75   £17.29   300250  
150 Grit (ea)   £20.75   £17.29   300256  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A foam cushion drum sander, 130mm in diameter, suitable for use 
in power drills and pillar drills. The set consists of a drum, an arbor 
and one 100 grit sanding belt. Belt size is 65 x 410mm. 

 Black & Decker 
Cushion Drum 
Sander 

  
Drum Sander Set   £9.44   £7.87   432365  
Pack of 3 Belts 40-100G   £6.95   £5.79   433086  
Belts 40 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.95   £5.79   433061  
Belts 80 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.95   £5.79   433071  
Belts 100 Grit (Pkt 3)   £6.95   £5.79   433076  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 These drill mounted fl ap wheels are 
ideal for cleaning up anything from 
rusty gates to car body wings. As 
the abrasive is worn away a newly 
exposed edge appears, extending the 
life considerably. Although intended for use on 
hard materials they can, with care, be used on timber and  other 
soft materials. There are three grades available, all 60mm diameter 
by 30mm deep and mounted on a 6mm arbor. Choose either 40, 
60 or 80 grit, maximum speed is 11,500 rpm. 

  
60mm x 40 Grit   £4.44   £3.70   211899  
60mm x 60 Grit   £4.44   £3.70   211900  
60mm x 80 Grit   £4.44   £3.70   950973  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Flap Wheels 

exposed edge appears, extending the 
life considerably. Although intended for use on 

 Supplied as a set of four drum sanders with interchangeable 
mandrels to suit your size of drill chuck. Replaceable abrasive 
sheets are quickly inserted and held in place with an alloy locking 
cam (additional strips of abrasive can be cut from whatever you 
have available). Sizes are 25mm(1”), 53mm(2.1/8”), 63.5mm(2.1/2”) 
and 75mm(3”) diameter, all 75mm high. Max speed 1500rpm. 

  
Drum Sanding Set   £44.75   £37.29   810477  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Drum 
Sander Set 

 Axminster Large 
Drum Sanders 
 Following on the success of the 
drum sander bobbin set 
we have sourced these 
two king size bobbins 
with which to make your 
own sanding devices. Mounted 
vertically in a drill press or drill stand 
they make, with the addition of some simple woodwork, an excellent 
bobbin sander. Alternatively, mounted onto the end of a small motor 
or in the lathe, an excellent contour sander with endless applications. 
The bobbins use 150mm wide abrasive strip, held and tensioned in 
place with an elliptical locking key. Available in two sizes, 65 x 150mm 
or 76 x 150mm, supplied with 100g loading and 12.7mm(1/2”) male 
shaft (held in place with a grub screw) which may be withdrawn 
leaving a 16mm(5/8”) hole 31.75mm(1.1/4”) long - suitable for most 
small 240V motors. N.B Maximum rotational speed is 1,500rpm. 

  
65mm x 150mm   £22.94   £19.12   500185  
75mm x 150mm   £20.94   £17.45   500184  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster Large 
Drum Sanders 
 Following on the success of the 

own sanding devices. Mounted 
vertically in a drill press or drill stand 
they make, with the addition of some simple woodwork, an excellent 

 Enjoy shaping with precision and control on wood, 
plastic, plasterboard, rubber and more instead of 
coarse sandpaper. Hundreds of razor sharp mini 
teeth in the form of a drum, for use with a power 
drill. Microplane blades are made from 400 series stainless 
steel and have been fi tted to an aluminium extrusion which 
is provided with a 8mm shank. The beauty of this method of 
shaping is the resulting waste, which is tiny shavings rather than 
dust, and the superior fi nish left by a tool that cuts rather than 
scrapes, tears or abrades, creating clouds of dust. Recommended 
to run at between 1,000-2,000rpm and not exceed 2,500rpm. 
The Rotary Shapers rotate clockwise. Materials being fed into the 
shaper should be fed left of centre to reduce kickback. Available 
in two sizes 25mm(1”) or 50mm(2”), with replacement blades 
available for both. 

 Microplane 
Rotary Shaper 

  
50mm Rotary Shaper   £19.44   £16.20   951203  
25mm Rotary Shaper   £17.94   £14.95   951205  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Drum Sanding

 Replacement blades for the Microplane Rotary Shapers. Available 
in 25mm(1”) or 50mm(2”) sizes. 

  
50mm Replacement Blade   £12.95   £10.79   951202  
25mm Replacement Blade   £11.75   £9.79   951204  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Microplane 
Rotary Shaper 
Replacement Blades 

Powder Abrasives

 One of the fi nest abrasives used in wood fi nishing. Can also be 
used to distress gilding. 

  
250g   £6.95   £5.79   810147  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Rottenstone 
 One of the fi nest abrasives used in wood fi nishing. Can also be 

Rottenstone 

  
25mm x 75mm   £12.24   £10.20   504471  
50mm x 75mm   £11.15   £9.29   504472  
63mm x 75mm   £11.94   £9.95   504473  
75mm x 75mm   £12.46   £10.38   504474  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Individual sleeveless sanding drums in four sizes
• Suitable for vertical mounting in drill press or drill stand
•  Can also be mounted on the lathe producing an excellent 

contour sander
• Uses 75mm wide abrasive strip 

 Axminster 
Sleeveless 
Sanding Drums 
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3 Dimensional 
Abrasives

Steel Wool

Stripping & Cleaning

Stripping & Cleaning

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 These hand pads from Mirka are a 
fi ne fi nishing medium for very fi ne 
sanding applications such as cutting back and denibbing 
paints, varnishes and lacquers prior to polishing. They are also 
excellent for applying oil fi nishes to wooden surfaces and cleaning and 
matting surfaces. The silicon carbide abrasive is resin bonded to a foam 
backing so is exceptional for use on contoured surfaces and the fabric 
backing enables attachment to Velcro type sanding blocks.  

 A range of three dimensional 
abrasives aimed mainly at the 
automotive industries but an 
excellent product for woodworkers too. It has many advantages 
over conventional abrasives in that the open web design is non-
clogging, can be used wet or dry and is ideally suited to fl at or 
contoured surfaces. Available in three different grades: 320g for 
general purpose use, 360g for denibbing fi nishes and 1,500g for 
blending, smoothing and polishing with waxes.  

 Mirka Mirlon 
Finishing Pads 

  
320g (Pkt 20)   £15.95   £13.29   953300  
320g (ea)   £0.95   £0.79   953301  
360g (Pkt 20)   £16.94   £14.12   953302  
360g (Pkt3)   £2.45   £2.04   502612  
360g (ea)   £1.04   £0.87   953303  
1,500g (Pkt 20)   £16.94   £14.12   953304  
1,500g (Pkt3)   £2.45   £2.04   502613  
1,500g (ea)   £1.04   £0.87   953305  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Abrasives

 These hand pads from Mirka are a 
fi ne fi nishing medium for very fi ne 
sanding applications such as cutting back and denibbing 
paints, varnishes and lacquers prior to polishing. They are also 

  
600g (Pkt 20)   £27.95   £23.29   953292  
600g (ea)   £1.64   £1.37   953293  
1,000g (Pkt 20)   £27.95   £23.29   953294  
1,000g (ea)   £1.64   £1.37   953295  
2,000g (Pkt 20)   £27.95   £23.29   953296  
2,000g (ea)   £1.64   £1.37   953297  
4,000g (Pkt 20)   £27.95   £23.29   953298  
4,000g (ea)   £1.64   £1.37   953299  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mirka Abralon 
Finishing Pads 

 A non-woven web of nylon fi bres on which selected aluminium 
oxide or silicon carbide grains are fi rmly bonded by resin. It has 
many advantages over the traditional sheet abrasive. Being 
an open web it is not prone to clogging - dust or waste passes 
straight through. Totally fl exible it can be used on all contoured 
surfaces. Available in fi ve grades either singly or in packs of 10: 
Olive Coarse - Cleaning etc; Brown 280g - Rust removal, polishing, 
blending; Maroon 360g - De-nibbing etc; Grey 1500g - Colour 
blending, smoothing, polishing wax, White Non Abrasive - As a 
carrier for other abrasive mediums or solvents for cleaning. 

  
Coarse   £1.64   £1.37   910347  
280g (each)   £1.60   £1.33   910345  
360g (each)   £1.60   £1.33   910346  
1,500g (each)   £1.55   £1.29   910344  
Non Abrasive   £2.15   £1.79   910348  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hermes 
Webrax 
Hand Pad 

Steel Wool

 This is a very important abrasive material, widely used in both 
traditional and modern polishing techniques. Liberon steel 
wool is produced in various grades: Grade 0000 - excellent 
for applying wax polish, cutting down French polish, cleaning 
delicate woodwork, cleaning and polishing metalwork etc. Grades 
00, 0 and 1 - use any of these grades to clean woodwork or dirty 
metalwork, and with white spirit or meths after stripping to clean 
surfaces thoroughly before re-fi nishing. Grades 2 and 4 - mainly 
used for stripping and heavy cleaning. Always cut off length with 
scissors or snips, don’t try to pull off pieces. 

 Liberon Steel Wool 

  
Grade 0000, 250g   £5.34   £4.45   990037  
Grade 0000, 1kg    £16.74   £13.95   990036  
Grade 00, 250g   £4.94   £4.12   990039  
Grade 0 250g   £4.94   £4.12   990041  
Grade 1, 250g   £4.94   £4.12   990043  
Grade 2, 250g   £4.64   £3.87   990045  
Grade 4, 250g   £4.64   £3.87   990047  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Science not solvents, Eco Solutions paint stripper is ahead of the 
game. Using unique technology Home Strip is a very effective 
paint and varnish remover without the need for toxic solvents 
(dichloromethane, DCM, methylene chloride the main constituent 
of many strippers used today will be banned from retail outlets 
shortly). Home Strip is safe to use, non-toxic, no fumes or skin 
burns; you can work in confi ned areas without worrying about 
ventilation. Effective paint stripping has never been easier or safer, 
and it goes twice as far as solvent based stripper. Stay ahead of the 
game and stay safe with Home Strip Paint & Varnish Remover. 

 A new formulation of an old favourite, Rustin’s Strypit New Formula 
contains a key ingredient which works by penetrating through 
existing paint or varnish and lifting it from the substrate. It is of high 
viscosity for use on vertical surfaces and it will remove multiple 
layers of paint. The application of Strypit New Formula is best by 
using a brush and generally two coats will be required. The fi rst coat 
is absorbed by the top layer of paint lifting it away from the surface 
and the second coat which should be applied after 10 minutes 
breaks up the blistered surface and applies new strypit to the 
remaining layers. Bright orange in colour, it is easy to see where it has 
been applied and 1litre will cover approximately 5 square metres.  

  
500ml   £9.24   £7.70   952467  
1 litre   £15.95   £13.29   952468  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Strypit 
New Formula 

Stripping & Cleaning

 Home Strip 
Paint & 
Varnish 
Remover 

  
500ml    £7.94   £6.62   211331  
1 litre   £11.94   £9.95   211333  
2 litre   £19.94   £16.62   211334  
5 litre   £43.94   £36.62   211335  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Science not solvents, Eco Solutions technology is ahead of 
the game. Using unique technology X-TEX is very effective at 
removing coatings such as Artex® and Polytex®.  Safe to use - 
even for coatings containing asbestos fi bres. X-TEX is safe to use, 
non-toxic, no fumes or skin burns; you can work in confi ned areas 
without worrying about ventilation. Effective coatings removal 
has never been easier or safer. Stay ahead of the game and stay 
safe with Home Strip X-TEX Textured Coatings Remover. 

  
2.5 litre   £23.94   £19.95   211338  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Home Strip 
X-TEX Textured 
Coatings 
Remover 

X-TEX Textured 

 Truly wonderful stuff. Formulated 
to remove old wax, grease, dirt 
and smoke from furniture without 
altering the patina, or used to 
clean Ormolu. We have found also 
that it doubles for a good light 
honing oil. 101 uses around the 
home and workshop. 

  
250ml   £7.85   £6.54   600161  
500ml   £10.74   £8.95   600163  
1 litre   £17.45   £14.54   600160  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Wax & 
Polish Remover 

Ex.vat Code

 A blend of solvents which 
remove accumulated wax, 
dirt and grime from furniture 
without harming or affecting 
the original fi nish. Apply with 
a soft rag or, if the piece is very dirty, 0000 
steel wool. Wipe away the dissolved dirt 
with a clean rag or paper kitchen towel. 
Polish using a quality wax polish. 

 Rustins Surface 
Cleaner 

  
250ml    £5.45   £4.54   810186  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat CodeEx.vat Code

 Rustins Strypit 

 Using unique technology this 
outstanding PVCu cleaner is great 
for removing grease, grime and paint 
splashes. Stay ahead of the game and 
stay safe with Home Strip PVCu cleaner 
and paint remover. 

  
500ml   £6.95   £5.79   504547  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Home Strip 
PVCu Cleaner & 
Paint Remover 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Pads 229 x 152mm

Pads 152 x 229mm

Pads 115 x 140mm
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Stripping & Cleaning Stoppings & Fillers

 Wax pencils, the same formula as the fi ller 
sticks, but in small assorted packs of three or 
in tins of ten. As with the fi ller sticks two or 
more different colours can be mixed to give 
intermediate shades for an invisible repair. 
Each stick measures approximately 85mm 
long by 10mm diameter.

Laminate Repair Sticks  Set of 3 Shades 
well suited to repairing deep scratches or 
imperfect joints in laminate fl ooring

Mixed Set 3 - 1 each: Pine - Medium Oak 
- Victorian Mahogany 

Mixed Tin 10 - 1 each: Light oak, 
Medium Oak, Dark Oak, Light Walnut, 
Medium Walnut, Walnut, Light Mahogany, Dark 
Mahogany, Victorian Mahogany, Ebony 

Stripping & Cleaning

 Pack of 2 (one 50mm, one 75mm). The best tool to use for 
removing stripper from fl at surfaces. Unlike metal tools the 
plastic scrapers virtually eliminate the possibility of damaging the 
timber’s surface. 

  
Scrapers (Pkt 2)   £2.75   £2.29   600164  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Plastic 
Scrapers 

 If the original fi nish has lost its lustre or 
has fi ne surface scratches, Rustins Finish 
Reviver will restore the gloss and remove 
minor surface defects. Water or heat marks 
can also be removed, provided that they 
have not penetrated too deeply. If such 
marks have penetrated through the fi nish 
to the wood then unfortunately the only 
alternative is to remove the old fi nish 
completely and re-fi nish. 
  
250ml    £5.24   £4.37   810184  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Finish 
Reviver 

Ex.vat Code

 For removing the white water 
and heat marks left on many 
types of highly polished surfaces, 
or for treating and reviving small 
areas of haze or bloom. 

 Liberon 
Ring 
Remover 

  
125ml    £7.85   £6.54   600165  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 For cleaning and reviving highly 
polished surfaces. It will remove haze, 
bloom and water marks from French 
polish, lacquers and modern fi nishes. 
It will clean ivory, brass fi ttings, mother 
of pearl, tortoise-shell and papier-
mache. It can also be used to burnish 
friction polish on the lathe. 

  
250ml    £9.44   £7.87   341104  
500ml    £16.44   £13.70   341105  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Burnishing 
Cream 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 An excellent cutting and 
fi nishing medium for use 
with all acrylic or synthetic 
turning blanks. 

  
63ml    £2.94   £2.45   341107  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Burnishing 
Cream 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Titebond Wood Filler is ideal for the 
repair of cracks, holes, chips and other 
defects in any type of wood surface. 
It hardens like wood and effectively 
holds nails, screws and tacks. The 
repaired area can also be cut, sawed, 
planed, drilled and sanded easily. 
Titebond Wood Filler dries to a neutral colour, 
and can be painted, or stained. The latex-based formula is non-
fl ammable, easy to apply and cleans up with water. It also resists 
shrinking and cracking, a common problem with lower quality fi ller 
products. Available in a 8oz container. N.B. Not for exterior use. 

  
8oz   £4.94   £4.12   211330  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Titebond 
Wood Filler 
 Titebond Wood Filler is ideal for the 
repair of cracks, holes, chips and other 
defects in any type of wood surface. 
It hardens like wood and effectively 

repaired area can also be cut, sawed, 

Titebond Wood Filler dries to a neutral colour, 

 For many years the craftsman’s 
choice. Suitable for fi lling holes, 
cracks or blemishes in wood. 
Brummer can be used under most 
fi nishes and can be drilled or 
sanded just like the wood itself. It 
comes in a wide range of colours 
and can be mixed with spirit wood 
dye to match exactly the timber being 
fi lled. Yellow Label for all interior use. Supplied in a 250g tin. 

  
White   £4.14   £3.45   341073  
Pine    £4.14   £3.45   341071  
Light Oak    £4.14   £3.45   341066  
Natural Oak    £4.14   £3.45   341070  
Medium Oak    £4.14   £3.45   341069  
Dark Oak    £4.14   £3.45   341063  
Light Mahogany    £4.14   £3.45   341065  
Medium Mahogany    £4.14   £3.45   341068  
Dark Mahogany    £4.14   £3.45   341062  
Light Walnut    £4.14   £3.45   341067  
Teak    £4.14   £3.45   341072  
Ebony    £4.14   £3.45   341064  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Brummer 
Stopping 
Interior  

Brummer can be used under most 

and can be mixed with spirit wood 
dye to match exactly the timber being 

 Brummer 
Stopping 
Exterior
 Green Label weatherproof for exterior 
use. Tried and tested by carpenters 
and joiners for over sixty years. 
Supplied in a 225g tin. 

  
White    £5.75   £4.79   341055  
Pine    £5.75   £4.79   341053  
Light Oak    £5.75   £4.79   341050  
Natural Oak    £5.75   £4.79   341052  
Medium Oak    £5.75   £4.79   341051  
Dark Mahogany    £5.75   £4.79   341048  
Teak    £5.75   £4.79   341054  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This has to be one of the neatest ideas for patch repairing or plugging 
a screw hole. Simply bore out the relative size and insert a real 
wooden ‘knot’, this removes the need to exactly match timber and will 
give an almost invisible fi ll in pine. Plane or sand to fi nish fl ush with 
surface.  Produced by Lamello in Switzerland and available in 10mm, 
15mm, 20mm or 25mm packs of 50 or as a mixed pack of 100. 

  
10mm (Pkt 50)   £18.95   £15.79   212201  
15mm (Pkt 50)   £18.95   £15.79   212202  
20mm (Pkt 50)   £18.95   £15.79   212203  
25mm (Pkt 50)   £18.95   £15.79   212204  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Lamello Real Wooden 
Knots for Patch Repairing 

 Colour matching stoppings and wood fi llers has always been 
diffi cult. Most are pre-coloured, taking their names from the type 
of timber they most closely resemble. This is fi ne, except that the 
great beauty of wood is its vast variation in colour - life would 
be easy if all trees of a particular species grew to a uniform and 
consistent shade, but it would also be very much less interesting! 
Wudcare Repair Filler is the solution. Made for professionals 
this two part (fi ller and hardener) fi ller dries to a neutral creamy 
colour ready to be stained. Hardening takes approximately ten 
minutes. Once hardened or cured, Wudcare is easily sanded 
smooth. Its other great advantage is its ability to take a sharp 
edge without crumbling, making it the best choice for fi lling on 
an edge where a corner needs to be reformed. Tried, tested and 
wholly recommended by Axminster. 

  
250ml   £10.44   £8.70   910490  
500ml   £18.95   £15.79   910491  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Wudfi l Repair Filler 

 Liberon Retouch 
Crayons 

  
Mixed Crayons (Pkt 3)    £5.64   £4.70   810027  
Pine Crayons (Pkt 3)   £5.64   £4.70   810030  
Oak Crayons (Pkt 3)   £5.64   £4.70   810028  
Mahogany Crayons (Pkt 3)   £5.64   £4.70   810026  
Mixed Crayons (Tin 10)   £17.84   £14.87   400326  
Laminate Crayons (Pkt3)   £5.75   £4.79   504491  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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Stoppings & Fillers Grain Filling & Sealing 

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 Used to seal knots 
and other areas 
where bleeding 
might occur. Unlike 
some other brands, 
Liberon Knotting dries clear and 
will not darken light coloured 
woods. 

 ColorFill performs many tasks; bonds the joint together, seals the 
joint against water and domestic detergents and can be colour 
matched to the worktop so making the fi nished joint almost 
invisible. It will also repair scratches and chips in laminate and 
melamine surfaces. Scientifi cally formulated and tested to resist 
moisture, detergent and other household products as effi ciently as 
the laminate and will withstand heat and direct sunlight. Although 
it is recommended that hot pans and dishes from the oven should 
not be placed over joints. ColorFill requires no mixing, is easy to 
apply and is available in handy sized 25g tubes suffi cient for one 
worktop joint and 20ml of clean-up solvent is included.  

 Unika ColorFill 
Worktop Sealer and Repair 

  
Black Granite    £7.44   £6.20   952234  
Block Beech    £7.44   £6.20   952235  
Soft White    £7.44   £6.20   952236  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Wax Filler Sticks - 50g 
 These sticks, in a range of 14 different 
shades, are the modern equivalent of the 
traditional cabinetmaker’s Beaumontage. 
They are very easy to use, simply shave 
a small piece off, soften it by kneading 
between the fi ngers and then press 
into the crack or hole. Leave for a few 
seconds to harden and then either shave 
off any excess with a scalpel or buff the 
excess away with a cotton cloth. Large 
cracks can be fi lled by running the wax 
in using either a hot knife to melt or Wax 
& Polish Remover to soften the stick. On 
no account use a naked fl ame. Colour 
description is for guidance only, if you 
can’t fi nd a colour, they can be mixed. 
Supplied as individual sticks. 

  
White #00   £6.44   £5.37   910316  
Ivory #01   £6.44   £5.37   910319  
Light Oak #02   £6.44   £5.37   910323  
Walnut #03   £6.44   £5.37   910324  
Mahogany #05   £6.44   £5.37   910325  
Teak #06   £6.44   £5.37   910326  
Dark Mahogany #07   £6.44   £5.37   910327  
Medium Oak #08   £6.44   £5.37   910328  
Dark Walnut #09   £6.44   £5.37   910329  
Dark Oak #10   £6.44   £5.37   910317  
Ebony Filler #12   £6.44   £5.37   910318  
Light Pine  #15   £6.44   £5.37   910320  
Pine #16   £6.44   £5.37   910321  
Light Walnut  #21  £6.44   £5.37   910322  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Traditional sticks of coloured shellac in ten assorted shades. Used 
to fi ll holes or make repairs prior to French polishing, lacquering 
or varnishing. Melt the sticks into the blemish using a hot iron. It 
dries very hard and should be levelled with fi ne abrasive. Each 
stick is approximately 85mm long and 10mm diameter. 

  
10 Filler Sticks    £28.74   £23.95   810471  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Shellac 
Filler Sticks 

 The simple answer to getting a good 
fi nish on porous boards and at the same 
time stop the ‘blotting paper’ effect. 
This water/acrylic emulsion produces 
a clear sealer coat on porous board 
surfaces such as MDF and hardboard 
to reduce the uptake and improves 
the economy and fi nish of varnish and 
paint applications to these materials. Apply this as a sealer coat in 
addition to the paint system and not as a substitute for any of the 
coats recommended by the paint manufacturer. Quick drying, low 
odour and easy to clean up. 

 This spirit based sanding sealer 
can be used on all types of new or 
stripped wood, including turned 
work. Sanding sealer forms the basis 
of one of the easiest and most effective fi nishes. 
After staining (if necessary) apply a coat of sanding 
sealer, when dry lightly sand the surface with 240 
or 320 grit paper. Remove any dust and apply a 
second coat. When this is dry  apply wax using a pad of 0000 steel 
wool, buff with a polishing brush or soft cloth. The fi nished piece 
will have that lovely waxed glow and the sealer will prevent the 
ingress of dirt and grease into the timber. 

 This is supplied as a paste 
which can be thinned 
with white spirit for use. 
It is applied to the timber 
before fi nishing to fi ll the 
pores thus preventing any sinking of the fi nish be it 
French polish, lacquer or varnish. The natural colour 
can be thinned with Rustin’s wood dye instead of 
white spirit so staining and fi lling can be achieved 
in one operation. Supplied in a 230g tin. 

  
Natural    £3.84   £3.20   610165  
Oak    £3.84   £3.20   610344  
Mahogany    £3.84   £3.20   600353  
Teak    £3.84   £3.20   900385  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Grain 
Filler

 Rub-in Grain Filler is a unique 
dry powder fi ller which is 
mixed with water to form a 
paste. Worked into the timber 
surface it is specially formulated 
to smooth out rough and open 
grain surfaces, reducing the amount 
of sanding and with real economies in the amount of varnish 
or other surface coating required to develop a blemish free full 
grain fi nish quickly. Not to be confused with stopping / fi ller for 
holes, grain fi ller is designed to disappear into the background, 
blending into the timber without masking the beauty of your grain 
fi gure. Brummer-Rub in Grain Filler provides all the benefi ts of the 
traditional grain fi lling method but eliminates the lengthy and 
messy process. Supplied in colours to blend with your wood, they 
can be intermixed one with another or with a compatible stain to 
colour and fi ll the timber in one stroke. Supplied in a 300g tub. 
  
Pine    £8.64   £7.20   702417  
Medium Oak   £8.64   £7.20   702418  
Dark Mahogany   £8.64   £7.20   702419  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Brummer 
Rub-In Grain 
Filler - 300g 

surface it is specially formulated 
to smooth out rough and open 
grain surfaces, reducing the amount 

  
125ml    £5.45   £4.54   600178  
250ml   £8.64   £7.20   066080  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Knotting 

 A clear easily sanded sealer, containing a 
high proportion of shellac. Slower drying 
than cellulose it is easier to apply to large 
areas, not such a problem to keep a wet 
edge. More suited to cabinetmaking, it 
also has special additives to prevent the 
shellac forming a hard lump in the bottom 
of the bottle. Use to seal prior to French 
polishing or applying fi ne paste wax. 

  
500ml   £11.94   £9.95   118006  
1 litre   £21.95   £18.29   118007  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut Shellac 
Sanding Sealer 

 A very fast drying sanding sealer 
by Chestnut for use as either a base 
coat for melamine lacquer or to seal the pores of 
the timber before applying a wax fi nish. Because of 
its relatively short drying time, it is often preferred 
by woodturners. A 400ml aerosol is now available 
but if brushes are used clean in cellulose thinners. 

  
500ml    £10.25   £8.54   310472  
1 litre    £18.44   £15.37   310473  
5 litre      £63.44   £52.87   310474  
400ml Aerosol   £7.96   £6.63   504675  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Cellulose 
Sanding Sealer 

  
500ml    £11.45   £9.54   900108  
1 litre    £20.34   £16.95   900101  
2.5 litre    £43.94   £36.62   900102  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Spirit 
Based Sanding 
Sealer 

 A water based alternative to cellulose or 
shellac. The end result is much the same, 
but of course being water based is low 
odour and obviously carries no fi re risk. 
It can be applied by brush, cloth or spray gun, even 
turbine sprayed. Use as a base for waxes or acrylic 
lacquers. 

 Chestnut Acrylic 
Sanding Sealer 

  
500ml Bottle   £11.24   £9.37   118010  
1 litre Bottle   £19.94   £16.62   118011  
400ml Aerosol   £7.44   £6.20   200799  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
500ml    £5.94   £4.95   600433  
1 litre   £10.94   £9.12   600430  
2.5 litre    £23.94   £19.95   600432  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins MDF Sealer 

Grain Filling & Sealing 
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Wood Dyes & Colourants

Wood Dyes

Grain Filling & Sealing 

 An easy to apply fi nish for giving your tired 
looking wooden worktops a lift. This water 
based, wax enriched acrylic fi nish will give good 
protection against grease, water, stains and heat. 
Suitable for use on new or previously oiled wood, 
it is very easy to apply with either a brush or foam 
applicator. After just two coats, the worktop will 
be adequately protected and ready for use. 

  
500ml   £11.34   £9.45   951246  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Worktop 
Finish & Seal 

 Low odour Palette Wood Dye is a water 
based acrylic dye with good light resistance 
and a formula suitable for use on most new 
or stripped woods. Being water based it is 
slower to dry than spirit or oil based dyes, an 
advantage on larger fl at areas, as the dye is 
easy to work and equalise resulting in a uniform surface. Available 
in wood colours, all of which can be mixed to give intermediate 
colours or altered by the addition of concentrated water soluble 
dyes (approximate coverage 500ml to 4 - 6m²). 

 Liberon Palette 
Wood Dye 

  
White 250ml   £7.04   £5.87   910395  
Light Oak 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   600187  
Medium Oak 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   610026  
Dark Oak 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   410155  
Ebony 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   410282  
Antique Pine 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   340072  
Walnut 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   910315  
Victorian Mahogany 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   910298  
Georgian Mahogany 500ml   £10.34   £8.62   500342  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mix with emulsion paints, water borne fi nishes or ready made 
water based wood dyes to create your own shades. You can also 
use these in their own right as a wood dye simply by adding 
water (add 1 part dye to 9 parts water). Supplied in a 15ml bottle. 

  
Green   £4.74   £3.95   600137  
Brown   £4.74   £3.95   600138  
Yellow   £4.74   £3.95   600139  
Red   £4.74   £3.95   600140  
Blue   £4.74   £3.95   600141  
Black   £4.74   £3.95   600143  
White   £4.74   £3.95   600144  
Set of 8   £36.95   £30.79   600145  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Concentrated Water 
Soluble Dye
 Mix with emulsion paints, water borne fi nishes or ready made 

 Easily intermixed, these trial 
packs may be used to mix up a 
particular shade for matching 
when carrying out repairs or 
working up a recipe for larger 
pieces before purchase of full quantities. The 
Rainbow Colours pack comprises all 9 colours, from 
yellow to green and including white and black 
and the Wood Colours pack comprises all 11 wood 
shades plus light mahogany. 

  
Colour Pack 9 x 25ml   £16.25   £13.54   400115  
Wood Shades 12 x 25ml   £16.25   £13.54   400125  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Spirit Stain 
Trial Packs 

Wood Dyes & Colourants

250ml tins

 Rustins Wood Dye 
 This oil based stain is available in 11 colours which 
can be blended together to create a vast variety 
of shades if necessary. Deep penetration and 
quick drying, it will not raise the grain and is compatible with all 
Rustin’s fi nishes, can be mixed with Danish Oil. Dependent on the 
absorbency of the timber, coverage is approximately 250ml to 6m². 

1 litre tins

  
Dark Teak   £4.94   £4.12   810066  
Light Teak   £4.94   £4.12   810120  
Walnut   £4.94   £4.12   810193  
Ebony   £4.94   £4.12   810069  
Antique Pine   £4.94   £4.12   800452  
Brown Mahogany   £4.94   £4.12   810013  
Red Mahogany   £4.94   £4.12   810152  
Light Oak   £4.94   £4.12   810118  
Medium Oak   £4.94   £4.12   810127  
Dark Oak   £4.94   £4.12   810064  
Pine   £4.94   £4.12   800342  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A traditional and natural method of producing various depths of 
brown and a fi rm favourite among furniture restorers. Made from 
walnut husks, the dye is prepared by dissolving the crystals in hot 
water - approximately 100g per litre. By altering the concentration, 
the depth of colour can be controlled. Concentrated water soluble 
dyes or palette dye can be added to change the colour. 

  
250g    £7.04   £5.87   410246  
500g    £10.14   £8.45   410247  
1kg    £17.04   £14.20   410245  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Van 
Dyck Crystals 

 A range of quick drying stains for 
wood that can be readily intermixed, 
thinned with Chestnut cellulose thinners or made 
into a pastel wash with the special White in the 
range. Spirit based, they will not raise the grain 
and can be used to tint the Chestnut cellulose 
based products. The full hue colours have a strong 
pigment ratio, which retains its integrity in dilution 
and provides good resistance to fading. Coverage 1 
litre to 4 - 8m². Supplied in a 250ml bottle. 

  
White   £7.44   £6.20   400362  
Yellow   £7.44   £6.20   400375  
Orange   £7.44   £6.20   400377  
Red   £7.44   £6.20   400378  
Purple   £7.44   £6.20   400379  
Royal Blue   £7.44   £6.20   400380  
Blue   £7.44   £6.20   400381  
Green   £7.44   £6.20   400382  
Black   £7.44   £6.20   400383  
Rosewood   £6.74   £5.62   400363  
Golden Oak   £6.74   £5.62   400365  
Mid Oak   £6.74   £5.62   400366  
Dark Jacobean   £6.74   £5.62   400367  
English Walnut   £6.74   £5.62   400368  
Yew   £6.74   £5.62   400371  
Antique Pine   £6.74   £5.62   400372  
Antique Mahogany   £6.74   £5.62   400373  
Brown Mahogany   £6.74   £5.62   400374  
Red Mahogany   £6.74   £5.62   400376  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Spirit Wood 
Stain

250ml tins

1 litre tins

New formula, now Ethanol based.
This Ethanol based dye is quick drying and 
penetrates deep into the wood making it effective 
on hardwoods and also stripped wood. All the 
colours can be mixed to give intermediate shades. 
This is especially useful if a new piece of timber 
has to be coloured to match a repair, or blend with an existing 
workpiece. (Approximate coverage 1litre = 10 -14m². Minimum 
drying time 6 hours). 

  
Light Oak   £7.04   £5.87   600186  
Medium Oak   £7.04   £5.87   610025  
Dark Oak   £7.04   £5.87   410154  
Ebony   £7.04   £5.87   410281  
Antique Pine   £7.04   £5.87   340071  
Walnut   £7.04   £5.87   910314  
Georgian Mahogany   £7.04   £5.87   500341  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Light Oak   £17.94   £14.95   600185  
Medium Oak   £17.94   £14.95   610024  
Dark Oak   £17.94   £14.95   410153  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Spirit 
Wood Dye 

 Rustins Wood Dye 

  
Pack of 100   £6.95   £5.79   506074  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Allergy-free Nitrile gloves
•  Latex-free and non 

powdered
• Strong, micro textured
•  Offers good dexterity for a 

host of uses
•  Medical grade AQL 1.5 

conforms to EN 455 parts 1-4
• Supplied in box 100 gloves 

 Nitrile 
Disposable Gloves 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

conforms to EN 455 parts 1-4

Disposable Gloves 

  
Dark Teak   £13.94   £11.62   810065  
Walnut   £13.94   £11.62   810192  
Ebony   £13.94   £11.62   810068  
Antique Pine   £13.94   £11.62   800451  
Red Mahogany   £13.94   £11.62   810151  
Light Oak   £13.94   £11.62   810117  
Medium Oak   £13.94   £11.62   810126  
Dark Oak   £13.94   £11.62   810063  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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Waxes & Wax Polish

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 A blend of waxes specially 
formulated to give a superb 
fi ne fi nish on all woods either 
bare or over an existing fi nish.  It is particularly 
resistant to fi nger and water marks.  Use neutral 
or clear to give a soft sheen to antique or modern 
sealed furniture. To enhance, enrich or darken 
faded wood choose the appropriate colour. Can be 
used just as effectively as fi nish on turned items, 
giving an enhanced colour and shine to sealed 
wood. 

 Liberon 3 Part 
Touch Up Pen 
 These are felt tip pens fi lled with wood 
dye. Used to colour small blemishes or 
scratches. Each pen splits into three giving 
light, medium and dark variants of its 
particular timber. Due to many similarities 
in timber colour they can of course be 
used on woods other than the one from 
which their title derives. 

  
Oak   £8.24   £6.87   600170  
Mahogany   £8.24   £6.87   600171  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Mixed with French polish or 
Shellac these light fast, inert Earth Pigments are used for painting 
in fi ller repairs and blemishes and for re-applying masking colour. 
Not being soluble in water or spirit they do require a binder. Earth 
Pigments can also be used to colour paint, varnish, waxes, grout, 
fi llers and glues. Supplied in a 100ml pot. 

  
Yellow Ochre   £5.54   £4.62   800339  
Red Ochre   £5.54   £4.62   800333  
Raw Sienna   £5.54   £4.62   800335  
Burnt Sienna   £5.54   £4.62   800329  
Raw Umber   £5.54   £4.62   800336  
Burnt Umber   £5.54   £4.62   800330  
Red Oxide   £5.54   £4.62   800334  
Van Dyck Brown   £5.54   £4.62   800337  
Vegetable Black   £5.54   £4.62   800338  
Mexico Yellow   £5.54   £4.62   800332  
Brown Umber   £5.54   £4.62   800328  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Earth 
Pigment 

Shellac these light fast, inert Earth Pigments are used for painting 

 For over four generations Fiddes have been 
producing high quality wax polishes using 
only the fi nest natural waxes available. Made to 
a traditional recipe containing beeswax and pure turpentine, Fiddes 
fi nest beeswax polish protects, nourishes and provides a lasting 
depth of sheen which will enhance the natural beauty of your wood. 

 Naturally good for your furniture and 
interior woodwork Stones Furniture Cream 
is so easy to use and a trusted polish used 
on antique and good modern furniture 
to keep the beauty of the wood shining 
through. Stones Furniture Cream has 
been produced to a traditional recipe in 
Devon since circa 1760. It is a soft cream 
which cleans as it feeds and polishes the 
wood, combining beeswax and soap in 
a solvent medium which is quick drying; 
leaving behind a pleasant lemon fragrance after it is 
buffed to a shine. This product is very much aimed 
at the quality end of the market, for traditionalists 
who appreciate a reliable maintenance polish 
with a proven track record and one which will 
be recognised by its associations with stately homes since the 
Georgian period. Contents: 227 ml (8 fl  ozs). 

 A careful blend of pure beeswax and hard wearing 
carnauba in a specially selected non-harmful, non-
toluene solvent. Woodwax 22 can be applied to 
bare wood, but is better over a sealer. It can also be 
used on furniture and previously polished wood. It 
dries very quickly and can be easily buffed to give a high, durable 
shine. Available in clear and wood shades. Supplied in a 450ml tin. 

  
Clear    £8.94   £7.45   118020  
Medium Brown    £8.94   £7.45   118021  
Golden Brown    £8.94   £7.45   118022  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Woodwax 

 Microcrystalline wax as the name implies 
is characterised by the fi neness of its 
crystal structure. It is a very durable water 
resistant fi nish that is easy to apply and polishes to 
a high shine. Resistance to fi nger marks makes it a 
good choice for fi nishing products that are likely 
to be handled, such as wooden pens or handles. 
Also suitable as a fi nish for fi ne furniture and many other wooden 
projects, this clear wax is best applied over a sanding sealer or 
previously fi nished surface.  
  
225ml   £10.25   £8.54   951143  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Microcrystalline Wax 

  
Clear   £6.95   £5.79   340871  
Neutral   £6.95   £5.79   340885  
Medium Oak   £6.95   £5.79   066065  
Dark Oak   £6.95   £5.79   066066  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Neutral   £10.94   £9.12   340886  
Clear   £10.94   £9.12   340872  
Antique Pine   £10.94   £9.12   340867  
Walnut   £10.94   £9.12   340892  
Medium Oak   £10.94   £9.12   340884  
Dark Oak   £10.94   £9.12   340873  
Tudor Oak   £10.94   £9.12   340888  
Georgian Mahogany   £10.94   £9.12   340875  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Black 
Bison Paste 
Wax 

150ml tins

500ml tins

 Made to the traditional recipe of just pure beeswax and pure 
turpentine, nothing else. The best polish to use on absorbent 
woods such as pine or oak, particularly if it has not been sealed. It 
will feed the wood and guard it against excessive dryness. 

  
Antique Pine 150ml   £7.04   £5.87   341025  
Dark Oak 150ml   £7.04   £5.87   341029  
Clear 150ml   £7.04   £5.87   341027  
Clear 500ml   £14.45   £12.04   341026  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Beeswax 
Paste Polish 

 Stone’s Furniture 
Cream 

 Fiddes Supreme Wax is designed to give you 
a superb traditional wax fi nish on bare and 
sealed wood. With fast drying high build 
properties this wax is particularly suited to 
developing the perfect wax fi nish for bare or 
stripped interior woodwork and furniture without the environmental 
problems of Toluene based products. A fi ne paste wax applied with 
cloth, brush sponge or where appropriate fi ne steel wool in thin even 
coats, it is ready to be buffed to a soft sheen in around three minutes. 
Subsequent coats will increase the lustre and if a coloured version 
has been used successive layers will add additional colour and depth. 
From bare wood to a fi ne wax fi nish in less than ten minutes. Supplied 
in a 400ml tin. 

  
Stripped Pine   £6.74   £5.62   702238  
Antique Brown   £6.74   £5.62   211094  
Forest Brown   £6.74   £5.62   211095  
Clear   £6.74   £5.62   702237  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Fiddes 
Supreme Wax 

stripped interior woodwork and furniture without the environmental 

 Fiddes Finest 
Beeswax Polish 

  
250ml   £11.75   £9.79   951228  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Black 
Bison Liquid 
Wax 
 Recommended for large areas such 
as fl oors, beams or panelling where 
the ease of application is important. 
Use liquid wax for bare timber, use 
paste wax if the wood has been sealed. 
Supplied in a 500ml bottle. 

  
Clear   £10.94   £9.12   340870  
Antique Pine   £10.94   £9.12   340877  
Medium Oak   £10.94   £9.12   340879  
Dark Oak   £10.94   £9.12   340878  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Blocks of 100% pure wax 
used to make wax polishes or 
lubricate drawer runners etc. 

  
25g    £1.50   £1.25   340881  
200g   £9.54   £7.95   340880  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Purifi ed 
Beeswax Stick 

used to make wax polishes or 

 Liberon Purifi ed 

 A traditional liquid 
polishing wax. Use it 
to feed dry absorbent 
timbers. It is highly 
recommended for use on old beams, 
panelling, doors etc. 

  
500ml   £15.14   £12.62   600119  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Liquid 
Beeswax Polish 

formulated to give a superb 
fi ne fi nish on all woods either 
bare or over an existing fi nish.  It is particularly 

 Liberon Black 

  
225ml   £10.25   £8.54   951143  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code
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Waxes & Wax Polish

Lacquer, Varnishes & 
Paints

Lacquer, Varnishes & 
Paints

 A rich white paste wax which will give a dramatic grained fi nish 
to all open grain timbers particularly oak or ash. It may be applied 
to bare wood but for a really dramatic effect stain 
the wood fi rst. Before applying the wax, fi rst open 
the grain using a bronze hand or similar brush, 
apply the paste with a pad of 0000 steel wool and 
fi ll the grain completely. After a few minutes, fi nish 
by waxing with clear Black Bison. This will remove 
any excess liming wax and impart a deep shine 
when buffed. 

  
250ml   £10.74   £8.95   600174  
500ml   £19.14   £15.95   600175  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Liming Wax 

 This rich black paste wax is used for special grain effects like a 
black version of liming wax or to simulate aging in mouldings, 
turnings and carvings. 

  
250ml   £13.44   £11.20   340991  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Black 
Patinating Wax
 Liberon Black 

 One of the most exciting fi nishing products to appear on the market 
for many years, decorative waxes make sensational looking patinated 
effects easy to achieve. Suitable for use on a variety of decorative 
items made from wood, plaster or metal. A particularly striking 
effect can be achieved when used over gilt varnish. When applying 
a decorative wax onto carvings or frame mouldings a round brush 
is best used to push the wax into the nooks and crannies. Once dry, 
excess wax can be rubbed off using a cotton rag or fi ne wire wool. 
Finish by buffi ng with a furniture or soft shoe brush. Verdigris Wax 
gives the beautiful green hues of old copper or brass. 

  
250ml   £13.44   £11.20   600172  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Verdigris 
Decorative Wax

 Solid lumps of paraffi n wax which can be melted 
for sealing timber end grain, used as a lubricant or 
blended with other waxes and solvents to produce 
polishes to a specifi c recipe. 

  
500g   £6.74   £5.62   800271  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Paraffi n Wax

 This is a very hard vegetable wax supplied in prime yellow fl akes. 
It will give a high, hard wearing gloss to homemade wax polishes. 
  
250g   £11.15   £9.29   400021  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Carnauba Wax

 This wax will help to 
increase the effi ciency 
and life of woodworking 
tools and machinery. A 
thin coat on machine 
tables will ease the fl ow of the wood. 
It is also suitable for lubricating saw 
blades, cutters, drills and hand tools. 
Use it to prevent rust forming on those 
tools only used occasionally. Its anti-
stick properties make it good for use on 
veneer presses. 

 Liberon 
Lubricating Wax 

  
500ml   £11.34   £9.45   600221  
1 litre   £19.94   £16.62   600220  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Interior Wood Varnish is a high build, cross-linked acrylic 
varnish with excellent sanding properties that dries to produce 
a hard, durable fi nish. This unique, crystal clear varnish, used 
extensively in the furniture industry, provides the highest of 
professional fi nishes. Satin fi nish. 

  
500ml   £9.44   £7.87   952511  
1 litre   £15.95   £13.29   952512  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Interior 
Wood Varnish 

Lacquer, Varnishes & 

 Polyvine Interior Wood Varnish is a high build, cross-linked acrylic 

 An easy-to-apply, ultra hard, high quality coating with a satin or 
dead fl at fi nish that dries to a crystal clear fi lm. It has extremely 
good sanding properties allowing a very high quality of fi nish to 
be obtained. Formulated for working surfaces and areas of high 
wear. Excellent for use on kitchen worktops, counters, kitchen 
cabinets, wooden panelling and furniture. 

  
Satin 500ml   £12.24   £10.20   952513  
Satin 1 litre   £20.45   £17.04   952514  
Dead Flat 1 litre   £20.45   £17.04   952516  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 An easy-to-apply, ultra hard, high quality coating with a satin or  An easy-to-apply, ultra hard, high quality coating with a satin or  An easy-to-apply, ultra hard, high quality coating with a satin or 

 Polyvine Interior 
Wood Varnish 
Heavy Duty 

 Specially formulated to bond to a wide 
range of materials including wood, metal, 
laminate and glass, this acrylic lacquer dries 
to a hard clear, durable gloss fi lm. It can be 
used on brass, copper, galvanised or primed 
metal surfaces and is easy to apply. Brushes 
can be cleaned with water.    

  
500ml   £9.95   £8.29   952558  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Acrylic 
Gloss Lacquer 

 We try to fi nd you some very 
special products which we 
think you will like - this time we 
have even surprised ourselves 
with this one - how clever is 
this? A tough high performance 
acrylic varnish that produces 
a surface that feels like a 
traditional soft wax polish, 
beautifully silky to the touch. 
Not only that, available in a range of colours, it has a high resistance 
to heat and moisture and can be used on all sorts of timber projects 
inside and outside the home. When we tried it on newly sanded pine 
not only did it produce a wonderful silky touch but the clear version 
had so little infl uence on the colour you hardly knew it was there 
until you stroked it - you won’t appreciate how good it is until you 
try it. Try mixing it with emulsion paint and use it as a colour wash for 
some great effects.  
  
Clear Satin 500ml   £11.24   £9.37   701573  
Clear Satin 1 litre   £17.94   £14.95   701574  
Mahogany 500ml   £11.24   £9.37   951284  
Medium Oak 500ml   £11.24   £9.37   951286  
Medium Oak 1 litre   £20.95   £17.46   718681  
Antique Pine 500ml   £11.24   £9.37   951287  
Dead Flat 500ml   £11.24   £9.37   952505  
Dead Flat 1 litre   £17.94   £14.95   952506  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Wax 
Finish Varnish 

 Universally accepted as one of the toughest fi nishes available. 
Something akin to liquid formica, it is a 2 part cold cure fi nish which 
dries chemically after the addition of a hardener. It has a high solids 
content thus giving a high build per coat. It can be used on a variety 
of surfaces but not on metal or over paint. It can be brushed, applied 
with a roller or sprayed. There is no tougher fi nish for kitchen 
worktops, bar tops, tables or anywhere subjected to heat, solvents, 
water spillage etc. Plastic coating dries clear and glossy and can 
be left as such or given a satin fi nish by rubbing down with 0000 
steel wool, matt by using zero steel wool or brought to a high gloss 
mirror fi nish using burnishing cream, when it resembles a French 
polished surface but with none of the disadvantages in upkeep. For 
wooden or cork fl oors a special type F plastic coating is available to 
beautify and protect your fl oor. See Floor Finishes section for Floor 
Plastic Coating. (Coverage 1litre to 15m². Reaches maximum heat 
and solvent resistance after 5-7 days). 

  
250ml   £10.44   £8.70   800353  
1 litre   £21.95   £18.29   800352  
4 litre   £64.94   £54.12   800354  
Thinners 500ml   £7.94   £6.62   800359  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Clear 
Plastic 
Coating 

 A rich white paste wax which will give a dramatic grained fi nish 
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 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 Rustins Red oxide primer is a high quality, 
lead-free, oil-based, rust resistant primer 
ideal for use on metal surfaces such as 
aluminium, iron and steel. The corrosion 
resistance properties of red oxide 
primer make it an ideal choice for use on 
farm equipment, railings, window frames, fences, 
structural steel, pipes, fi eld machinery and storage 
tanks. Brush, roller or spray application is possible. 
Not suitable for use on galvanised surfaces or with 
cellulose based paints. 

 Fiddes Clear Glaze offers a high degree 
of protection to all interior woodwork. 
Formulated to give excellent fl ow 
and high build properties for ease of 
application on well prepared surfaces 
sanded to abrasive 220 grit. Giving a high 
resistance to spills and abrasion Clear Glaze is the ideal brushable 
treatment for work surfaces and timber fl ooring where durability 
and quality of fi nish are primary requirements. One litre will cover 
approximately eight square metres per coat and you will need 
two, possibly three coats depending on the absorbency of your 
timber. The fi rst coat can be thinned by 10 - 15% with white spirit 
to prime very absorbent timbers. 

 A hardwearing water based lacquer, a good 
alternative to solvent based products. It dries 
to a very high gloss. Whilst drying, the resin 
components cross-link to form a coating which 
is actually tougher than Melamine Lacquer. 
Apply with brush or roller, allowing two hours 
between coats. We recommend the use of acrylic sanding sealer 
fi rst to give a smooth base on which to build the lacquer. 

 This fi nish will give protection 
against both heat and water. It 
can be used alone or, for better 
results, over a cellulose based 
sanding sealer. Several thin coats 
provide a superior fi nish. Quick 
drying due to cellulose base. The 
melamine dries to a gloss fi nish and can then be matted using 
0000 Steel Wool, or brought to a gloss by applying wax with a pad 
of 0000 Steel Wool and buffi ng to a shine. If brushes are used 
clean in cellulose thinners. 

 Chestnut 
Melamine 
Lacquer 

  
500ml    £10.94   £9.12   310475  
1 litre    £19.44   £16.20   310476  
5 litre    £66.95   £55.79   310477  
400ml Aerosol   £7.96   £6.63   504674  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

between coats. We recommend the use of acrylic sanding sealer 

  
500ml    £11.24   £9.37   118014  
1 litre    £20.24   £16.87   118015  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Acrylic Lacquer 

 Supplied in an aerosol can, this contains 
neither CFC’s nor harmful solvents. As with all 
spraying it is advisable to take common sense 
precautions and wear a suitable mask. Acrylic 
spray lacquer is available in either gloss or 
satin fi nish. Supplied as a 400ml spray. 

  
Gloss    £7.44   £6.20   118002  
Satin    £7.44   £6.20   118017  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Acrylic Lacquer 
Spray

 Chestnut 
Ebonising 
Lacquer 
 A quick drying pigmented acrylic lacquer to 
give the smooth luxurious look of Ebony in 
a hardwearing satin black coat. After good 
preparation apply either Chestnut’s Acrylic or 
Cellulose Sanding Sealer as per the instructions. 
When this has dried thoroughly apply several 
thin coats of the Ebonising Lacquer at ten-
minute intervals. This will be touch dry in ten 
minutes but should be allowed 24 hours to cure fully before use or 
further enhancement with Chestnut Acrylic Gloss Lacquer. 

  
400ml    £7.44   £6.20   118024  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
Lacquer Gloss 5 litres   £39.44   £32.87   702249  
Lacquer Satin 5 litres   £39.44   £32.87   702250  
Thinners 5 litres   £21.24   £17.70   702254  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Fiddes 
Pre-Catalyst 
Cellulose 
Lacquers 

resistance to spills and abrasion Clear Glaze is the ideal brushable 

 Fiddes Clear 
Glaze 

  
1 litre   £22.14   £18.45   702239  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustin’s problem solving white primer is 
a quick drying water based matt white 
blocking primer that has excellent 
adhesion to a range of sufaces. It will 
seal stains that would normally bleed through, spoiling your best 
efforts for a good fi nish. It can be overpainted with any type of 
paint and undercoat. Diffi cult stains such as bitumen, nicotine, 
soot, rust, crayon and graffi ti can all be sealed with this product. 
Adhesion is excellent to ceramic tiles, melamine, concrete,  MDF, 
plasterboard, glass and wood. Dries in 30mins and is re-coatable 
in two hours with easy clean-up using water. 

  
500ml   £9.24   £7.70   951118  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Problem 
Solving White 
Primer 

 Rustins Red oxide primer is a high quality, 

  
1 litre   £12.74   £10.62   951124  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Red 
Oxide Primer 

 This fast drying paint will withstand 
temperatures of up to 600°C which 
makes it a great choice for wood 
burning stoves, barbeques, fi replaces, 
exhausts, chimneys or anything that 
gets very hot! Easy to apply, it can be used on all 
types of surface both indoors and out. Available in 
250ml size Matt Black or Silver. 

  
Matt Black   £8.64   £7.20   951242  
Silver   £8.45   £7.04   502687  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins High 
Heat Paint 

  
Metallic Gold   £1.44   £1.20   952523  
Metallic Silver   £1.44   £1.20   952524  
Antique Bronze   £1.44   £1.20   952525  
Baltic Blue   £1.44   £1.20   952526  
Brunswick Green   £1.44   £1.20   952527  
Black   £1.44   £1.20   952528  
Bright Red   £1.44   £1.20   952529  
Emerald   £1.44   £1.20   952530  
French Blue   £1.44   £1.20   952531  
Matt Flesh   £1.44   £1.20   952532  
Brown   £1.44   £1.20   952533  
Ferrari Red   £1.44   £1.20   952534  
Ivory   £1.44   £1.20   952535  
Lime   £1.44   £1.20   952536  
Matt Black 20ml   £1.44   £1.20   952537  
Matt White   £1.44   £1.20   952538  
Orange   £1.44   £1.20   952539  
Matt Lemon   £1.44   £1.20   952540  
Matt Primer   £1.44   £1.20   952541  
Pink   £1.44   £1.20   952542  
Purple   £1.44   £1.20   952543  
Sea Blue   £1.44   £1.20   952544  
Satin Varnish   £1.44   £1.20   952545  
White   £1.44   £1.20   952546  
Tan   £1.44   £1.20   952547  
Yellow   £1.44   £1.20   952548  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
  Metallic Gold   £3.14   £2.62   952549  
Metallic Silver   £3.14   £2.62   952550  
Brunswick Green   £3.14   £2.62   952551  
Black   £3.14   £2.62   952552  
Bright Red   £3.14   £2.62   952553  
French Blue   £3.14   £2.62   952554  
Matt Black    £3.14   £2.62   952555  
White   £3.14   £2.62   952556  
Yellow   £3.14   £2.62   952557  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Suitable for interior and exterior applications, Polyvine acrylic 
enamel paints are easy to use, low odour and non-hazardous. Safe 
for children’s toys, they can be applied either with a brush or an 
airbrush. Tough and durable, they are available in a wide range of 
inter mixable colours which can be applied to plastic, metal, wood, 
glass, ceramic or porcelain. Nice-easy clean-up using water too. 

 Polyvine 
Acrylic 
Enamel Paint 
 Suitable for interior and exterior applications, Polyvine acrylic  Suitable for interior and exterior applications, Polyvine acrylic 

  
Box of 100   £5.75   £4.79   501549  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Lightweight and disposable 
• Synthetic stretch vinyl
• Both latex and powder free - suitable for allergy sufferers
• 100 individual gloves per box (50 pairs)
• Size large 

 Latex Free 
Flexo Gloves 

 Fiddes Pre-Catalyst Lacquers are modifi ed with Melamine for 
improved performance and wear resistance producing a quick drying 
hard fi nish, touch dry in 20 minutes and can be re-coated in 45 - 60 
minutes. This very durable one pack spray fi nish is easy to apply to 
a high build fi nish and has found favour with the trade as a reliable 
formula for conventional, airless and HVLP systems. It is available in 5 
litres of Gloss, Satin and Matt with coverage in the region of 8m²/litre 
per coat and 50 - 65 second viscosity Fiddes cellulose thinners, high 
density base coat and sealer are available separately. 

20ml

100ml
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French PolishesLacquer, Varnishes & 
Paints

Call 03332 406406

 100% pure cotton. Lint free there is nothing better for making 
French polishing rubbers or wax polish buffi ng. 

  
500g    £11.15   £9.29   400310  
1kg    £20.45   £17.04   400309  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Cotton Rags 

 Used inside the lint-free cotton cover to make a French Polishing 
‘rubber’. Cotton waste provides a fi rm but absorbent reservoir for 
the polish with a good resistance to compaction and giving an 
even release of polish when pressure is applied. 

  
250g    £6.44   £5.37   400311  
1kg    £15.54   £12.95   400312  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Cotton Waste 

 A lower cost alternative to pure cotton, but retaining the 
requirements of a polishing cloth these packs offer excellent 
value. Available in 1kg or 5kg sizes, can be used for many different 
applications around the home or workshop. The 1kg pack is 
supplied in a clear plastic bag, and the 5kg pack is in a box. 

  
1kg   £8.75   £7.29   951717  
5kg   £24.95   £20.79   951716  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Low Lint 
Cotton Rag 

 This strong coloured French polish will 
enhance the richness of dark timbers such 
as mahogany, walnut, and will produce 
a beautiful warmth on oak. One of the 
polishes preferred by restorers because 
the slight green colour cast modifi es the 
gingery redness of new dark woods with 
the refraction of a more acceptable brown. 
Do be aware of runs and thick build-ups. 
Apply in thin even coats and pick up any 
runs as you go. 

 Probably the hardest and most resistant 
of the French polishes. Imparting a 
warm golden brown colour to the host 
timber from its orangey red colour cast. 
However, applied too thickly the solid 
content of the fi nish can mask some of the grain fi gure detail. An 
excellent all-round polish for new and restoration work. 

  
250ml    £8.84   £7.37   500152  
500ml    £15.54   £12.95   500153  
1 litre    £27.35   £22.79   500151  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A colourless and transparent polish 
made from the fi nest quality dewaxed 
shellac. This is the most suitable French 
polish to preserve the natural colour of 
the host timber without colour cast or 
masking from the fi nish even when this is built to a high gloss or 
cut back and waxed. 

 A real French polish using the fi nest shellac 
which can be brushed on. For use on new 
or bare wood (existing fi nishes should fi rst 
be stripped off ). Brush on 2 or 3 thin coats 
allowing 4 to 6 hours between coats. Gently rub down each coat 
with 0000 steel wool. When the fi nal coat has dried, wax polish 
with black bison wax. 

  
250ml    £9.65   £8.04   600133  
500ml    £17.24   £14.37   600134  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Easy 
French Polish 

French Polishes

allowing 4 to 6 hours between coats. Gently rub down each coat 

  
250ml    £9.14   £7.62   500155  
500ml    £15.96   £13.30   500156  
1 litre   £28.34   £23.62   500154  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Special Pale 
French Polish 

 When you want to retain the colour and detail 
as it is and just bring out the full effect of the 
grain, White Polish will do the job perfectly. 
Marquetry, Parquetry and other veneer detail 
will remain crisp, clear and true to type when 
fi nished in this way but, beware, errors and 
imperfections will also be diffi cult to hide. 

  
250ml    £9.65   £8.04   500161  
500ml    £17.24   £14.37   500162  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
White French 
Polish 

 Liberon 
Button 
French Polish 

  
250ml    £8.84   £7.37   500158  
500ml    £15.65   £13.04   500159  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Garnet 
French Polish 

  
250ml    £9.54   £7.95   500149  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Black 
French Polish 
 Strongly pigmented, this shellac polish will produce an opaque 
black surface suitable for new and restoration work requiring an 
ebonised fi nish. Many fi ne pianos have been given a new lease of 
life with a smart new coat of black polish when their original has 
become dilapidated. Applied in the same way as all other French 
polishes by ‘mop’ or ‘rubber’ it can be built to a mirror fi nish or 
used on an open grain oak for an interesting textural surface. 

 These acrylic paints can be used with airbrushes, paint brushes, 
pens or rollers. They are available in a variety of colours and can 
be used on metals, plastics, glass, paper, canvas, wood, leather, 
fabrics, ceramics and clay. Also available is a primary colour set of 
6 acrylic paints. They come in 32ml bottles. Colours included are 
red, blue, yellow, green, black and white. 

  
Process Yellow   £4.94   £4.12   504984  
Orange Yellow   £4.94   £4.12   504985  
Violet   £4.94   £4.12   504986  
Ultramarine Blue   £4.94   £4.12   504987  
Turquoise   £4.94   £4.12   504988  
Brilliant Green   £4.94   £4.12   504989  
Ochre   £4.94   £4.12   504990  
Burnt Orange   £4.94   £4.12   504991  
White   £4.94   £4.12   504992  
Black   £4.94   £4.12   504993  
Bright Red   £4.94   £4.12   504994  
Silver   £4.94   £4.12   504995  
Gold   £4.94   £4.12   504996  
Copper   £4.94   £4.12   504997  
Sepia   £4.94   £4.12   504998  
Set of 6   £24.95   £20.79   504975  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Spraycraft Acrylic Airbrush Paint 

  
Pack of 5   £11.45   £9.54   501427  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Aura 9320+ 
Disposable 
Respirator 

 Shellac fl akes are used to make up your own French polish.  
Dissolve 250g of fl akes into 1 litre of methylated spirits for an 
initial dilution and adjust as necessary. 
Dewaxed Blonde will produce a transparent polish, Lemon a pale 
golden colour, Button for a golden brown and fi nally Garnet for 
dark brown which is best used on darker timbers. 250g. 

  
Lemon   £15.46   £12.88   600128  
Blonde Dewaxed   £26.45   £22.04   340989  
Button   £15.46   £12.88   341111  
Garnet   £15.46   £12.88   500249  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Shellac Flakes  Liberon Shellac Flakes 

 Fold fl at respirator from the 
3M comfort series. The three 
sculpted panels have been 
designed for greater facial 
movement ensuring a good seal 
and high performance, along 
with a better fi t for use with 
eyewear. The bonded top panel helps direct breathe away to 
reduce misting, while the shaped lower fl ap helps to ensure that 
the mask is correctly positioned. Low breathing resistance for 
very effective fi ltration. Suitable for moderate levels of dust/oil 
or water based mists. This is an unvalved respirator with an FFP2 
rating, assigned protection factor of 10 (APF 10). Classifi cation EN 
149:2001 FFP2 NR D, APF 10. 
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Oil Finishes

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406

 Pressed from the Tung nut and sometimes 
referred to as China wood oil, Tung Oil is natural, 
non toxic and one of the most resilient fi nishes 
known. Good for kitchen worktops, toys, garden 
furniture and all interior and exterior woodwork. 
Coverage: 1litre to 10 -12m². Drying: 4 days+. 

 Rustins Chopping board Oil is a unique water-
borne blend of natural plant oils and other 
special ingredients to nourish and protect 
all types of solid wood chopping boards and 
worktops. It penetrates into the wood leaving 
no surface fi lm to chip. The oil contains anti-microbial additives with 
a slow release formula which provides protection against a wide 
range of bacteria including E-Coli and MRSA. Very easy to apply with 
a brush or foam applicator 

 Formulated to give you a non-tainting food 
safe fi nish for your wooden projects and 
turnings. Platters, cheese boards, fruit bowls, 
chopping and bread boards anything that is 
in close contact with food. Based on medicinal 
grade liquid paraffi n, this crystal clear oil gives 
a durable moisture resistant neutral fi nish that 
will not impart a smell and will have minimal 
infl uence on the colour of your chosen timber 
when correctly applied. Coverage: 1litre to 6 - 
8m². Drying: approximately 2 hours. 

 Chestnut Food Safe Oil 

  
500ml   £9.74   £8.12   200772  
1litre   £17.45   £14.54   200773  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A blend of Pure Tung Oil and other natural oils with a UV fi lter 
makes this Danish Oil suitable for both interior and exterior timbers. 
This oil penetrates to bring out the natural colour of the wood 
while providing a water-resistant seal and soft sheen for increased 
protection. Coverage: 1litre to 10 - 13m². Drying: 4 - 6 hours. 

 Liberon 
Superior 
Danish Oil 
 A blend of Pure Tung Oil and other natural oils with a UV fi lter 

  
500ml   £10.64   £8.87   428549  
1 litre   £16.74   £13.95   428553  
2.5 litre   £32.94   £27.45   211395  
5 litre   £62.94   £52.45   428560  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A Tung based product, Chestnut Finishing Oil is both a protective 
and decorative coating. It can be built to a high gloss fi nish giving 
a high level of protection against heat and moisture. Apply using 
a brush or cloth. 

  
500ml   £9.95   £8.29   118003  
1 litre   £17.94   £14.95   118004  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Finishing Oil 

  
250ml   £9.74   £8.12   951243  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Chopping 
Board Oil 

no surface fi lm to chip. The oil contains anti-microbial additives with 

 Raw oil is taken and hot air passed through it to 
produce boiled linseed. This process improves 
the drying time. Can be used to seal terracotta 
tiles and porous surfaces prior to waxing. 
Coverage: 1 litre to 8 - 12m². Drying: 4 days+. 

  
250ml    £6.35   £5.29   340987  
500ml    £8.94   £7.45   340988  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Boiled 
Linseed Oil 

 Many timbers benefi t from an oil fi nish which, 
unlike the surface coatings of a polish or wax 
fi nish, is absorbed by the pores of the timber 
and subsequent coats bond molecularly with 
the previous coat to produce a fi nish which 
starts underneath the surface. Danish Oil dries 
to a satin fi nish. Three coats are recommended 
and can be further enhanced by the application of a little paste 
wax or woodturning stick. Coverage: 1 litre to 12 - 15m². Drying: 
approximately 6 hours. Although it is stated on the tin that this 
product can be used for interior and exterior applications, we have 
found that it is better suited to interior use only.  

 Rustins 
Danish Oil 

  
250ml    £5.45   £4.54   410023  
500ml    £7.74   £6.45   410024  
1 litre    £13.94   £11.62   410022  
5 litre    £49.94   £41.62   410025  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

and can be further enhanced by the application of a little paste 

 Liberon 
Finishing Oil 
 A blend of high quality oils, resins and 
dryers.  A most dramatic demonstration of 
the qualities of this fi nish was given by Jan 
Sanders who, having turned a small oak 
bowl, applied three coats of fi nishing oil, allowed it to dry and 
then poured a quantity of blue water based wood dye into the 
bowl.  After gently swilling it around, Jan poured the dye out and 
wiped the bowl dry.  Needless to say no trace of the dye could 
be detected on the inside of the bowl.  This oil will give good 
resistance against water, alcohol and food acid marks and will give 
a matt to satin fi nish dependent upon the number of coats.  A gloss 
can be achieved by applying a paste wax.  Also approved safe for 
toys. Coverage: 1litre to 8 - 12m². Drying: approximately 5 hours. 

  
250ml   £6.24   £5.20   600149  
500ml   £9.95   £8.29   600150  
1 litre   £16.44   £13.70   600148  
5 litre   £61.94   £51.62   066075  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Traditionally used on oak in church work 
and for oiling cricket bats, it is suitable for 
all close grained hardwoods. To ease the 
application, mix 2 parts raw linseed with 
1 part pure turpentine. Coverage: 1litre to 
8 - 12m². Drying: 4 days+. 

  
500ml    £8.94   £7.45   810115  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Raw 
Linseed Oil 

  
250ml   £8.24   £6.87   910137  
500ml   £12.74   £10.62   910138  
1 litre   £23.45   £19.54   910136  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Tung Oil 

 Manufactured in the UK for well over 100 years and recognised 
as the leading brand of polishing cloth. Selvyt polishing cloths 
are used worldwide by some of the most prestigious brands in 
the jewellery and luxury goods trades. Manufactured in woven 
unbleached cotton, this universal multi-purpose polishing cloth 
has a raised surface to lift particles leaving a perfect fi nish. It is ideal 
for removing fi nger marks from fi nished pieces of jewellery. Long 
lasting, it is ‘as good as new’ when washed. Size 250 x 250mm. 

  
Polishing Cloth   £5.75   £4.79   502436  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Selvyt SR 
Polishing Cloth 

 A very low build near matt fi nish based on 
lemongrass oil which imparts a subtle lemon 
aroma to your project. Providing a clean fresh 
smell it is particularly suitable for the inside of 
boxes and drawers. This oil is also an excellent 
fi nish for turned work and interior timber 
projects that require a natural look. Further enhancement of the 
fi nish can be achieved with a good furniture wax such as Wood 
Wax 22. Apply with brush or cloth. Coverage: 1litre to 6 - 8m². 
Drying: approximately 2 - 24 hours. 

 Tung is natural oil used 
extensively as the base of many fi nishing 
products and in its pure state as a heat and 
moisture resistant fi nish on furniture and fi ttings, 
worktops and table tops around the home and 
outdoors. Pressed from a nut, Tung Oil has been 
used for centuries in the Orient as a supremely 
resistant decorative fi nish for wood. Easily applied by cloth or brush, 
observing the instructions for the use of organic oils. Coverage: 
approx 6 - 8m²/litre. 

  
500ml   £10.25   £8.54   702835  
1 litre   £18.24   £15.20   702836  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Tung Oil 

resistant decorative fi nish for wood. Easily applied by cloth or brush, 

projects that require a natural look. Further enhancement of the 

  
500ml   £10.25   £8.54   118005  
1 litre   £18.44   £15.37   200798  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Lemon Oil 

  
1 litre   £23.45   £19.54   504558  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Quick and easy to apply
• EN 71-Toy Safety Certifi cation
• Suitable for commercial and domestic locations
• Excellent protection for doors and joinery
• High protection which lets the beauty show through  

 Fiddes 
Door Oil
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Accessories

 Fiddes Hard Wax Oil is 
probably the fi nest and 
most durable fi nish available 
for wooden fl oors and 
countertops, providing that 
beautiful traditional wax 
fi nish with durability second to none. A blend of natural oils and 
waxes offering exceptional durability and resistance for internal 
fl oors and woodwork subjected to a high degree of wear. Used 
by professional fl ooring contractors and kitchen fi tters Fiddes 
Hard Wax Oil is gaining ground over continental rivals for its 
superb quality, ease of application and speed of drying. Apart 
from being number one for durability Fiddes Hard Wax is one 
of the most economical applications for the protection of your 
timber fl oors and worktops. Applied in one or two very thin layers 
it has coverage of approximately 24m² per litre per coat. The clear 
version will bring out all the natural depth and beauty of your 
woodwork without imposing any unnatural colouring and we 
also offer two tinted versions of English Oak and Medium Oak for 
subtle colour changes if required. 
  
Clear Satin 1 litre   £23.45   £19.54   702244  
Clear Satin 2.5 litre   £52.94   £44.12   702245  
English Oak 1 Litre   £23.45   £19.54   211096  
Medium Oak 1 Litre   £23.45   £19.54   211098  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Fiddes Hard 
Wax Oil 

fi nish with durability second to none. A blend of natural oils and 

 A water based heavy-duty cleaner. Removes old wax, grease and 
accumulated grime on porous stone surfaces. Use to clean prior 
to sealing and refi nishing. 

  
1 litre   £17.45   £14.54   066069  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Stone 
Floor Cleaner 

 This is the Festool solution to applying oil in a very controllable way, 
allowing you to achieve a very clear and even fi nish. The SURFIX oil 
despenser uses an oil bottle that doubles as a handgrip and simply 
clicks to a baseplate fi tted with a safety valve which closes the oil 
bottle preventing leaks and drying out when stored. To use just 
squeeze the bottle, start the fl ow of oil into the foam pad and apply. 
Any excess is absorbed by the pad. The square pad reaches into 
corners and copes well with edge work, easily contouring to many 
profi les. The supplied natural oils can be used on light and dark 
woods,and will cover most indoor or outdoor applications. Solvent 
free, sweat and saliva proof and meets DIN 53 160.

This set contains 3 x 300ml oil in bottles, 1 each of outdoor 
oil, heavy duty oil and one-step oil, storage tin (for between 
applications), 5 x StickFix oil sponges (125 x 125mm), 5 x green 
and 5 x white sanding cloths, 20 x 150mm sanding discs (10 x 
Rubin 180g and 10 x Brilliant2 240g), supplied in a SYS3 T-LOC 
systainer case.

  
Oil Dispenser OS Set   £114.95   £95.79   501615  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Festool SURFIX Oil 
Dispenser OS SYS3 Set 

 Quick and simple oil application, this Festool oil kit allows you 
to apply the heavy duty oil cleanly and evenly to a wooden 
surface. Using an oil bottle that doubles as the hand grip 
secured into a square 115mm baseplate with a 125mm StickFix 
sponge attached, you squeeze the oil bottle to release oil and 
spread it evenly with the sponge. Supplied with 300ml of heavy 
duty oil created using a blend of oils with dryers for all interior 
applications perfect for worktops, dining tables, childrens toys. 
Suitable for light and dark woods, environmentally friendly, sweat 
and saliva proof (DIN 53 160). A storage tin is also supplied to 
keep the oil dispenser stored securely and stop it from drying out. 
Baseplate and sponge are also supplied. Oil refi lls available. 

  
SURFIX Heavy Duty Oil Dispenser Set   £27.44   £22.87   501616  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Festool SURFIX Heavy 
Duty Oil Dispenser Set 

 Painter’s Pyramids are exceptionally useful tools. They elevate 
your work off the bench top. With minimal contact they allow 
painted, stained or sprayed projects to be completed in one 
session with less mess and better results. It means you can fi nish 
both sides of a workpiece without waiting for the fi rst to dry. 
You get better access to the edges, ensuring cleaner results and 
eliminating the problem of a project sticking to the work surface 
(like a newspaper). The Painter’s Pyramid features a lock and tab 
system allowing pyramids to be easily secured to a work surface 
or each other. Pyramids nest for easy storage. 50mm tall, they can 
support a weight of up to 90kg. Supplied in packs of 10. 
  
Painter’s Pyramids (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   951789  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Painter’s Pyramids 

 A range of natural oil for the SURFIX oil dispenser, available in packs 
of  2 x 300ml bottles attaching straight onto the SURFIX baseplate. 
Suitable for light and dark woods all are environmentally friendly, 
sweat and saliva proof (DIN 53 160). 3 oils available: Heavy duty - a 
blend of oils with dryers for all interior applications perfect for 
worktops, dining tables, childrens toys. One-Step - a blend of oils 
and waxes for internal use on decorative and less heavy duty 
surfaces, a complete fi nish in one. Outdoor - for exterior use, a 
blend of oils and dryers with natural active ingredients protecting 
wood against weathering, fungal growth and UV rays. 

  
Heavy Duty 300ml (Pkt 2)   £24.44   £20.37   501617  
One-Step 300ml (Pkt 2)   £24.44   £20.37   501618  
Outdoor 300ml (Pkt 2)   £24.44   £20.37   501619  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Festool SURFIX 
Refill Oil Bottles 

 You asked for it, so here it is - a fl oor fi nish 
to give maximum protection to your fl oor 
with minimal infl uence on the colour. Heavy 
duty is a claim frequently made but this one 
is designed to do the job and it is so easy 
to use being water based. Heavy Duty Floor 
Varnish provides a glass clear non-yellowing 
industrial grade high protection satin 
fi nish for fl oors which are ready for traffi c 
in 16 hours (in good low humidity conditions, 48 hours in less 
favourable conditions). This solvent free revolutionary cross linked 
polymer coating is the hardest one pack available which is re-
coatable in 2 - 4 hours and cures quickly to get the fl oor useable 
in the minimum of time. Coverage 15 - 20m² per litre. Satin fi nish. 

  
2 litre   £44.94   £37.45   701571  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Heavy 
Duty Floor Varnish 

 Removes wax, dirt, oil and grime from 
wooden fl oors prior to refi nishing. Also 
suitable for stone, terracotta and quarry 
tile fl oors. 

  
1 litre   £16.25   £13.54   600146  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Floor 
Cleaner 

Ex.vat Code

 One of the most durable fl oor fi nishes 
available. Quick drying, non-yellowing 
and easy to apply. Suitable for both wood 
or cork fl oors. Available in either gloss or 
satin fi nish. Can be walked on in 2 hours. (Approximate coverage: 
1litre to 13 - 15m²). 

  
Gloss 1 litre   £23.94   £19.95   800355  
Satin 4 litre   £69.95   £58.29   810349  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Clear 
Plastic Floor 
Coating 

 Designed for application to 
new or well prepared timber 
fl oors of all types. A natural easily applied and 
maintained fi nish that brings out the full beauty 
of the colour and grain fi gure. Three coats are 
the recommended minimum, but as with all 
fi nishing, the more you put into it the more you 
get out in terms of result. Any damage or wear paths can easily be 
re-oiled after cleaning the surface with a good detergent or white 
spirit. (Approximate coverage: 1litre to 12 - 15m²). 

  
1 litre    £13.94   £11.62   263012  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Floor Oil 
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Floor Finishes Garden & Exterior Finishes

 When water based products were 
introduced some years ago their 
performance didn’t quite come up to 
those of their oil based alternatives. 
Thankfully things have changed and 
many of the water based products now 
offer excellent performance and very easy 
application. This food safe water-borne oil 
is a blend of natural oils and other special 
ingredients that nourish, protect and enhance your wooden garden 
furniture. Rustin’s Garden Furniture Oil dries with a low gloss sheen. 
It is a penetrating oil that dries to a hard, durable and water resistant 
seal that brings out the beauty of the grain within the timber. It 
contains UV light inhibitors that protect against sunlight. 

 To protect, seal and enhance the colour of interior surfaces such 
as terracotta, slate, York stone and other similar types of porous 
stone fl ooring. It will help to reduce dusting and crumbling and 
resist marking from water, drink and food spillages. Apply with 
brush or cloth, coverage: 1litre to 8 - 12m². Not a fi nish in itself, 
purely a sealer and protector.  

  
1 litre    £17.45   £14.54   066021  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Colour 
Enhancer Stone 
Floor Sealer 

 A water based formulation creating a protective and lasting shine 
for porous, sealed terracotta or stone fl oors. Surfaces should be 
sealed fi rst with Liberon stone fl oor sealer. Coverage: 1litre to 12 - 
15m². 30 minutes drying time. 

  
1 litre   £17.45   £14.54   006021  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Stone 
Floor Shine 

 Stone fl oor wax is ideal for protecting stone, slate, terracotta, 
quarry tile and other natural and man made stone fl oor products 
after sealing with Liberon fl oor sealer. The slip resistant fi nish 
enhances the natural colour of the stone while giving a beautiful 
soft lustre to the surface.  

  
1 litre   £17.45   £14.54   461558  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Stone 
Floor Wax 

ingredients that nourish, protect and enhance your wooden garden 

  
500ml   £10.44   £8.70   951188  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Garden 
Furniture Oil 

 Rustin’s Quick Dry Outdoor Danish Oil is 
a water-borne blend of natural plant oils 
and other special ingredients to nourish 
and protect all types of  timber. It contains 
ultra violet light inhibitors to protect 
against sunlight. The oil dries with a low 
lustre fi nish. It is a penetrating oil drying 
to a hard durable and water resistant seal 
that brings out the beauty of the grain 
within timber. Rustin’s Outdoor Danish Oil 
is low odour. One litre covers approximately 13 square metres per 
coat. It is touch dry within one hour and can be re-coated within 
three hours depending on temperature and humidity. 

  
500ml   £10.94   £9.12   211360  
1 litre   £19.94   £16.62   211361  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustin’s Outdoor 
Danish Oil 

and protect all types of  timber. It contains 

is low odour. One litre covers approximately 13 square metres per 

 This is a specially formulated fl exible, 
microporous varnish for use on exterior 
woodwork. Being microporous it will not 
crack, shrink or peel no matter what the 
outside weather conditions are, and will 
remain a tough good looking fi nish for years. Available in clear. 
(Approximate coverage 1litre to 13-15m²). 

 Rustins 
Flexterior 
Varnish 

  
500ml   £9.14   £7.62   500069  
1 litre   £15.95   £13.29   500068  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Before oiling your garden 
furniture give it a good ‘wash 
and brush up’ with Liberon’s 
Garden Furniture Cleaner, a 
powerful cleaner that can be used on treated or untreated wood 
to remove dirt, mould and fungal growth. Acting as a wood 
treatment, re-growth of mould and fungi is prevented if you 
use this once a year prior to oiling your furniture with Liberon’s 
Garden Furniture Oil. 

 Liberon Garden 
Furniture 
Cleaner 

  
1 litre   £16.96   £14.13   500305  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

powerful cleaner that can be used on treated or untreated wood 

  
Size 8 (M)   £1.34   £1.12   501553  
Size 9 (L)   £1.34   £1.12   501554  
Size 10 (XL)   £1.34   £1.12   501555  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 • Durable multi-use gloves with high abrasion
• Palm coated, polyurethane PU, knitted cuff
• Ultra light and fl exible for dexterity
• Suited to dry and light moisture use
• Seamless - Ideal for precision work
• High abrasion level 4. Cut resistant level 1
• Tear resistance level 3, puncture level 1
• EN388 (4 1 3 1) 

 uvex Unipur 
6639 Work 
Gloves 

 Water based varnishes have found favour 
for interior use eliminating solvent fumes 
and providing a tough, glass clear non-
yellowing fi nish. Now you can benefi t from 
these properties for your exterior timber 
with Polyvine’s Exterior Wood Varnish. 
Formulated with a unique UV protection 
to resist the sun and elements it defends 
your exterior timber projects whilst letting 
the glory of the grain show through. With 
built-in fl exibility for a high resistance to 
blistering and cracking, it is also designed 
for fast, easy application and maintenance. 
Coverage 15 - 20m² per litre. 

 Liberon 
Garden 
Furniture Oil 
 Garden Furniture Oil offers all the benefi ts and properties of an oil 
fi nish. It is specifi cally designed to form a dry, non-tacky fi nish. It 
is essential to wipe away excess oil half an hour after applying the 
fi nal coat. Available in either clear, or teak which gives a pleasing 
look to older timber. Coverage:  1litre to 10-12m² per litre. Drying: 
approximately 24 hours. 

  
Clear 500ml   £9.54   £7.95   500311  
Clear 1 litre   £17.34   £14.45   500309  
Teak 500ml   £9.54   £7.95   500310  
Teak 1 litre   £17.34   £14.45   500308  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Fiddes Exterior High Build Wood Oil; a blend of natural oils and 
resins with UV protection to keep your external woodwork clean 
and fresh for longer, oak windows love it and keep that new look 
for longer. Easy to apply, this oil dries quickly to give you water 
repelling weather protection which will not peel or fl ake and is 
just so quick and easy to maintain. Fiddes Wood Oil is durability 
in a can which brushes away your worries as you brush it on. 
Coverage approximately 24m² per litre per coat. 

 Fiddes Exterior High Build 
Wood Oil 

  
1 litre   £20.94   £17.45   702241  
2.5 litre   £41.45   £34.54   702242  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

  
1 litre   £18.95   £15.79   701568  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Polyvine Exterior 
Wood Varnish 

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406
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 Free delivery on orders over £50 (UK mainland only)  Orders UNDER £50 P&P £4.95Call 03332 406406

Gilding & Specialist

 A fi ne plaster which
 together with rabbit skin glue 
forms the basis of gesso. 

  
500g    £6.35   £5.29   066024  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Whiting 

 Traditional glue used in the 
preparation of gesso and as 
a base for gilded and painted 
surfaces. Also use as a glue size 
for gold and metal leaf. 

  
250g   £10.94   £9.12   800446  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Rabbit 
Skin Glue 

 Supplied in books containing 25 sheets 
100mm x 100mm. It is a good substitute 
for gold leaf or useful for training purposes 
where gold leaf would be too expensive. 
Use rabbit skin glue as a glue size. 

  
100 x 100mm x 25 sheets   £12.65   £10.54   600448  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Gold 
Leaf (Substitute) 

 A sealing base coat varnish
 applied before using gilt varnish
 or cream. Using this product will ensure a 
good base and enable the user to create 
more traditional or dramatic effects. 

  
Red   £10.34   £8.62   500331  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Fontenay Base 

 Based on polymethacrylicester, similar 
to perspex, this lacquer will form a fi lm 
with excellent adhesion which will not 
discolour in sunlight. Prevents all metal 
items from tarnishing. 

  
125ml    £3.14   £2.62   600453  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Metal 
Lacquer 

 An acid solution for cleaning heavily 
tarnished copper, brass or pewter. 
If used carefully it will not damage 
wood and can be used to clean 
brass fi ttings on furniture. Always 
rinse with water or Liberon Wax & 
Polish Remover cleaner. 

 Liberon Brass 
& Copper 
Cleaner 

  
500ml    £10.34   £8.62   810071  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A water based, non-abrasive, very low odour 
formulation used to polish either brass or copper. 
Apply with a soft cloth, buff off after a few minutes. 
If the metal is heavily tarnished, clean fi rst using 
Liberon Brass & Copper cleaner. 

  
125ml    £5.84   £4.87   066076  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Brass & 
Copper Polish 

 This is a most effective rust remover and inhibitor. 
It will de-oxidise metal surfaces and create a barrier 
against oxygen, inhibiting further rust. 

  
125ml    £5.24   £4.37   066074  
500ml    £9.24   £7.70   810188  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Rust 
Remover 

 A graphite paste for the care of all types of 
cast or wrought iron work. It is suitable for all 
open fi re equipment, ovens, fi re backs and 
grates. Clean the metal with Liberon Rust 
Remover then apply iron paste with a small 
round brush. Leave for 24 hours before buffi ng. 

  
250ml    £11.84   £9.87   510257  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Iron 
Paste 

 Rustins Red oxide primer is a high quality, 
lead-free, oil-based, rust resistant primer ideal 
for use on metal surfaces such as aluminium, 
iron and steel. The corrosion resistance properties of red oxide 
primer make it an ideal choice for use on farm equipment, railings, 
window frames, fences, structural steel, pipes, fi eld machinery and 
storage tanks. Brush, roller or spray application is possible. Not 
suitable for use on galvanised surfaces or with cellulose based 
paints. 

  
1 litre   £12.74   £10.62   951124  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Red 
Oxide Primer 

Ex.vat Code

Metal Cleaning & Colouring

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

Ex.vat Code

 Used to retouch damaged gilding on frames or furniture. It can 
also be used to gild new surfaces by using it over Fontenay 
base or gilt varnish. Apply with a fi nger or small, black bristle, 
square top brush. Leave matt or buff once the wax has dried. Use 
as a grain fi ller for some striking effects. Supplied in 30ml jars. 
Available in gold, silver or copper, but colours can be mixed to 
acheive the desired result.  

  
Copper   £10.25   £8.54   504678  
Gold   £10.25   £8.54   504676  
Silver   £10.25   £8.54   504677  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut Gilt 
Cream 

Finish Application

  
Pack of 3   £3.44   £2.87   202505  
Pack of 10   £7.44   £6.20   202506  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Tack Cloths 

  
25mm (Pkt 5)   £3.65   £3.04   702303  
50mm (Pkt 4)   £3.14   £2.62   702304  
75mm (Pkt 3)   £3.14   £2.62   702305  
100mm (Pkt 2)   £2.64   £2.20   702306  
Assorted Jenny Brushes (Pkt 4)   £3.65   £3.04   702307  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Jenny Brushes 

 A pack of 12 disposable brushes, 
12mm wide with tubular 
handles. Use for applying oils, 
paints, stains, suds, glues, etc. 

  
Pack of 12   £4.94   £4.12   100136  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Axminster 
Disposable 
Brushes 

  
Set of 36   £14.94   £12.45   600580  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 36 Piece 
Assorted 
Paint Brush 
Set 

 • Picks up and holds dust particles
•  For use after sanding and before 

applying fi nishes 

 • Strong handles
•  Flexible foam blade keeps its 

shape in work
•  Can be used with spirit and oil 

based stains
•  Provide a smooth even 

application 

  
Spray Diffuser (Pkt 2)   £5.95   £4.96   506314  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut Spray Diffuser 

 • Suitable for applying something you wouldn’t use your good 
brushes on!
• Superb value thirty six times over
• Contains 12 of each size: 25mm, 38mm and 50mm
• Great for applying glue, stains and general workshop use 

 • Inexpensive spray application
• For applying stains inks paints and fi xatives 
• Excellent for surface decoration and effects
• Supplied as a pack of 2 

lead-free, oil-based, rust resistant primer ideal 
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Finish ApplicationFinish Application

 Flat brushes made from best quality ox hair, really bouncy. The 
fi nest quality brush for applying lacquer or varnish when a coach 
work type fi nish is called for. 

  
18mm    £13.25   £11.04   600094  
25mm    £16.14   £13.45   600095  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Flat 
Lacquer Brush 

 A size graduated set of 12 artist’s 
brushes ranging from size 1 at 
2mm diameter to size 12 at 8mm 
diameter fi nished in a ‘Water 
Colour’ style brush with white 
synthetic tapered bristle. These 
brushes give good resilience 
and are excellent for all those 
painting in jobs to camoufl age 
repairs and areas of fi ller. 

  
Set of 12   £3.95   £3.29   310400  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Artist Brush Set 

 Domed brushes using only the fi nest and softest hair. Bound in 
pure goose quill with brass wire onto a wooden handle. We offer 
a very good substitute to pure squirrel, a soft hair mix made from 
a high quality blend. 

  
Size 8 (20mm Dia)   £28.94   £24.12   610044  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Soft Hair French 
Polishing Mop 

Polishing Brushes

 The unique oval shape makes these good for profi led surfaces. 
Hand crafted, they are also suitable for varnish or wood stain. The 
head is extra thick of 100% selected pure satin tipped natural 
bristle for maximum pick-up. Set with a patented Thermoset™ 
process for absolute minimum bristle loss. An extra strong 
seamless ferrule ensures long life and added security. This brush 
is hand-crafted for the very best results. Fitted with a varnished 
wooden handle. Vapour box compatible. Made in the UK. 

  
Namel Var 25mm   £7.04   £5.87   951071  
Namel Var 50mm   £11.94   £9.95   951073  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Hamilton Namel Var Brushes 

  
Painter’s Pyramids (Pkt 10)   £5.45   £4.54   951789  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Painter’s Pyramids 

 Once wax has been applied and the solvent evaporated a hard 
but dull coat of wax remains. A few fi rm strokes with a wax 
polishing brush leaves a beautiful waxed glow on the surface. Do 
not worry that the brush feels stiff, it will not scratch. Suitable for 
stripped pine furniture, oak beams etc. 

  
Wax Brush   £21.95   £18.29   341060  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon Wax Polishing Brush 

 Chestnut Small Round Brush 
 A small brush roughly the same size and shape as a shaving 
brush. Just the job for applying waxes, pastes or creams, 
particularly onto mouldings or carvings. 25mm diameter, 120mm 
overall length. 

  
Round Brush   £4.94   £4.12   610975  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 A bristle brush, gently curved and fi tted with a handle to save 
bashing your knuckles! It is specially designed for use on waxes 
and gives a higher gloss and harder coating than buffi ng with a 
cloth, the bristles make it perfect for building up a shine on small 
intricate pieces. Clean in warm soapy water when neccessary. 

  
Polishing Brush   £16.25   £13.54   202496  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut 
Handled 
Polishing 
Brush 

 Hand brush measuring 155mm long by 50mm wide suitable for 
a wide range of surfaces as two thirds of the brush is fl at, with a 
third of it raised at a slight angle enabling better access to detail. 
Well fi nished, it fi ts the hand beautifully and is a joy to use. Pure 
black bristle. 

  
Brush   £4.94   £4.12   474155  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Harris Wax Polishing Brush 

 The stockinette roll is the best material for hand buffi ng wax 
polish, the open texture picking up excess wax leaving a smear-
free shine. Simply cut off a length, and you always have a clean 
rag to hand. 

  
400g   £4.74   £3.95   610639  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Stockinette Roll 
 The stockinette roll is the best material for hand buffi ng wax 

 Stockinette Roll 

 This shape will buff a multitude of 
waxed surfaces with ease. Fitted to the 
chuck of any electric drill it provides an effortless 
way of bringing up the shine. Specially selected 
bristles ensure they won’t scratch and the brush format means 
that you won’t get the polish burns frequently experienced with 
buffi ng pads or bonnets. 170mm dia, 8mm Hex Shank Arbor. 

  
Drill Brush   £32.94   £27.45   400179  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut Dome 
Drill Brush 
 This shape will buff a multitude of 
waxed surfaces with ease. Fitted to the 
chuck of any electric drill it provides an effortless 
way of bringing up the shine. Specially selected 

 A useful brush with bronze wire bristles for cleaning carvings, 
mouldings or stone. It can also be used to open or brush out the 
softer parts of the grain prior to applying liming wax for a more 
dramatic effect. 

  
Bronze Brush   £14.84   £12.37   341056  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Liberon 
Bronze Brush 

 Perfect for cleaning up mouldings, curved surfaces as well as 
your suede shoes. A nice little brass brush with a gently concaved 
shape measuring 180mm overall with a bristle area 60mm by 
13mm, and with a well shaped wooden handle. 

  
Brass Brush   £2.54   £2.12   474180  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Harris Curved Brass Brush 

 A brush attachment for electric drills. 100mm in diameter with 
45mm long bristles. For the rapid buffi ng of wax to a high sheen 
on woodwork. Always use light pressure and keep the brush 
moving constantly. 10mm arbor. 

  
Drill Brush   £17.75   £14.79   504672  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Chestnut Drill Brush 

Polishing Brushes

 These soft cotton mops are specially domed for polishing a 
concave surface, such as the inside of a bowl and bring up a high 
gloss to wax or friction polish. They are supplied in a choice of 
diameters, 75 or 100mm and  fi t almost any electric drill. 
Use only gentle pressure for best results.  

  
75mm   £4.64   £3.87   200327  
100mm   £5.75   £4.79   200326  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Dome 
Polishing 
Mop 

 • Excellent for painting, staining, varnishing or waxing your 
projects
• Stackable for easy storage
• Saves you time and effort 
• Designed to individually withstand over 90kg loading
• Non Slip Base
• Supplied in a pack of 10 

 *SAVE with a bulk discount – see online axminster.co.uk or call 03332 406406
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Solvents & Cleaners

 Refi ned methylated spirit for mixing with 
concentrated spirit soluble dyes or used 
with French polish fl akes when making 
one’s own polish and when spiriting off. 
Always a useful spirit in the workshop. 

  
500ml    £2.94   £2.45   600451  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Methylated 
Spirit 

 The essential ingredient or carrier 
medium in many traditional restorers’ 
recipes, imparting a lovely resin 
scent after the main evaporation has 
gone. Beeswax melted into Pure Gum 
Turpentine will give you a superb wax 
polish that will build and mature over 
time into the patina so valued in old 
furniture. 

 Rustins 
Pure Gum 
Turpentine 

  
500ml   £7.74   £6.45   810085  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Sugar soap has been around for 
many years and there is probably 
no better product for the cleaning 
and preparation of painted surfaces. 
It cuts through the grease and dirt, 
leaving the surface clean and ready 
for re-coating with paint or varnish. 
Suitable for use on paintwork, vinyl 
wallcoverings and enamel surfaces, 
Rustins Sugar Soap is concentrated 
and makes up to 13 litres of full 
strength solution. 

  
500ml   £2.75   £2.29   951107  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins Sugar 
Soap 500ml 

 Nothing is more effective than 
Goo Gone when it comes 
to removing the residue left 
behind by self-adhesive labels. 
Goo Gone is the best product 
we’ve discovered for getting rid 
of those annoying tacky marks. 
It is also effective on removing 
oil, tar, wax, grease, scuff marks 
etc. Goo Gone has a pleasant 
orange aroma and is supplied 
either in a 235ml bottle, or a 
473ml spray container.  

  
235ml   £8.45   £7.04   477112  
473ml Spray   £11.94   £9.95   210965  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Goo Gone 

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 This fast drying solvent cleaner rapidly removes contaminants 
with its powerful fl ushing action and then evaporates quickly 
to leave a clean dry surface. It is safe to use on ferrous and non-
ferrous metals and also on most plastics. An excellent alternative 
to 1.1.1 Trichloroethane. Use it for general degreasing of chains, 
cogs, drives, gears and motors. Whilst it is particularly suitable for 
the removal of grease from gear teeth and bearings housings, it 
will also remove copper paste from threaded fasteners and stains 
from textiles (patch test recommended). 

  
400ml   £9.05   £7.54   952145  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Ambersil 
Amberklene FE10 
Degreaser 

 Ambersil  Ambersil 

 A very refi ned version of this useful 
thinning and cleaning agent. The 
less friendly petro-chemicals such as 
toluene and xylene have been removed 
in line with Chestnut’s other spirit based 
products. Developed to thin the Spirit 
Stain, Melamine Lacquer and Cellulose 
Sanding Sealer, it is also compatible 
with other cellulose based fi nishes and can be used to clean 
brushes and equipment. 

 Chestnut 
Cellulose 
Thinners 

  
500ml   £8.94   £7.45   400120  
1 litre   £15.95   £13.29   400117  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

with other cellulose based fi nishes and can be used to clean 

 Quality trade and craft/artists brushes are 
expensive and can be easily ruined if allowed 
to harden, but they can be re-softened and 
brought back to life with our Brush Renew to 
obtain maximum benefi t and use.  Removes:

•  Oil and solvent-based paints
• Water-based paints
• Polyurethanes

• Stains
• Varnishes
•  Fire protective paints                 

Works safely with all types of brushes, including those with 
natural and man-made bristles. 

 Home Strip 
Brush Renew 

  
500ml   £6.95   £5.79   211336  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

•  Fire protective paints                 

 A specially formulated liquid which will 
remove hardened, dried paint or varnish 
from brushes and rollers. Armed with a 
bottle of this, you never need buy another 
brush, as most people are only too pleased 
to give away brushes in this state. 

  
250ml    £3.35   £2.79   263000  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Rustins 
Brush 
Restorer 

Ex.vat Code

 Glass anywhere but particularly mirrors and car 
windscreens seem to be a magnet for grime 
and smudges, but you can win the battle with 
these one-step cleaning wipes that will give you 
streak-free glass inside and outside the car, in the 
bathroom, that glass top table and the windows 
of the house. Supplied in a sealed dispenser that 
allows you to pull the wipes out one at a time so 
that the extra strength wipes are kept fresh and 
ready for use wherever they are needed. 

  
Glass Wipes (Tub 25)   £4.25   £3.54   300019  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 ArmorAll Glass Wipes 

 Magic Leather Revive is all you need to restore 
your leather and have it looking like new in 
no time. Leather Revive can be safely used on 
leather furniture, shoes, boots, luggage and 
other leather products. Specially formulated to 
clean and condition, it nourishes and protects. 
The clean and condition formula leaves no 
greasy residue, removes dirt and grime, and 
renews leather’s suppleness. It is ideal for 
leather sofas, car seats and leather jackets. 

 This product is specially formulated for 
effective cleaning of laminate and solid 
surface countertops. The formula removes 
most food based stains leaving a streak-free 
long-lasting protective shield that repels 
dirt and liquids while helping to protect 
the countertop. It helps prevent stains and 
makes routine cleaning easier. It’s ideal for 
everyday kitchen use. Recommended for use 
on work surfaces made from Corian®, LG-
HiMacs®, Formica®, Minerelle™, Swanstone®, 
Silesstone®, Zodiaq®, Wilsonart® and other 
quartz or polished stone surfaces. 

 These impregnated wipes provide a quick and 
easy way to clean without adding shine. The wipes 
are specially formulated to tackle tough jobs 
without harming the surface. Originally made for 
use on dashboards and trim leaving behind the 
original matt fi nish, this also makes them more 
than suitable for all types of plastics from cleaning 
power tool casings to wiping computer keyboards. 
The natural orange oil degreasers are effective 
on tough dirt and grease and the synthetic wipes 
are durable, so that they hold together on tough 
surfaces. 25 wipes per tub.

 ArmorAll Orange Wipes 

  
25 Wipes   £4.25   £3.54   202493  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 World famous green gel hand 
cleaner with added conditioner, 
helping maintain the skin’s natural 
moisture level leaving hands 
smooth. A familiar sight in most 
workshops and garages. Available 
in the traditional 1kg tub and also 
a handy 450ml pump bottle.  

  
450ml Handy Pump   £4.94   £4.12   952086  
1kg Traditional   £6.44   £5.37   900266  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Swarfega Original 
Hand Cleaner 

  
410ml   £10.44   £8.70   210509  
709ml   £12.95   £10.79   210961  

 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Magic Countertop 

  
410ml   £10.44   £8.70   210963  
 Inc.vat Ex.vat Code

 Magic Leather Revive 
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